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Talking or writing in plain English is a challenge to
both the private and public sectors. In this book of case
studies, 12 corporations and trade associations tell how
they met this challenge.

All had different problems which required solutions
tai!2red to their own particular needs; Ail efforts led to
better communications with the public.

We can learn from the eperiences described in these
frank articles. They show how clear, sirnple consumer
documents pay off for business as well as for custor iers.

Government also can benefit That's why we at the
Commerce Department work to save the public's time
and money by using plain English.

We are pleased to work with the corporations and
associations represented here. I am grateful for the
effort their officials have given to this partnership
project

Secretary of Commerce
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Preface

These case studies describe how some business organizations have scored
successes by simplifying consumer documents. These companies found payoffs
in producing easy-to-read warranties; credit contracts, insurance policies, and
product information booklets.

Whe,i a company simplifies its language, it builds business and saves time and
money. It streamlines procedures, eliminates unnecessary forms, and reduces
customer _complaints: Its employees, as well as its customers, get a better grasp
on how the company does business; This increases productivity and customer
satisfaction.

Simplifying documents is not easy. These case studies show there are false
starts, uncertainty, and internal questioning as companies organize and manage
their simplification projects; But each project results in useful pla!n English
products that improve the company's image and its competitive position;

If your company decides to develop its own plain English project, you can
profit from these studies. You may avoid some pitfalls by learning how others
handled certain situations; At the least, when problems arise you will be reas-
sured that technical difficulties and temporary setbacks are normal. And in
managing the project, you can plan your procedures and chart your progress
with the checklist in Appendix 2.

After you have simplified your own consumer documents, we hope you will
tell tt e Commerce Department of your experience so that we can keep the
business community up-to-date on plain English.

LEE L. GRAY

Director of Consumer Affairs

March 1984
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Introduction

These seven studies show how plain English has worked during
the past decade for a bank, an oil company, two retail chains,
two pharmaceutical firms, and a warrantor of new homes. It's
noteworthy that each turned to plain English for a different reason.

Compare the two companies that produced simplified legal
documents. Citibank acted voluntarily when it changed its
promissory note for consumer customers. But when the
Home Owners Warranty Corporation simplified its insured warranty
for home buyers, it was responding to a mandate in the
Magnuson-Moss Act passed by Congress in 1975. More
recently, State plain English laws have placed simplification
requirements on many companie& This trend started in New York
in 1978, as noted in the Citibank case study.

Still other reasons motivated the four companies that developed
consumer information material& JCPeanyset an eighth-grade
reading level as a basic requirement when it first planned its
booklets to help consumers make buying decisions. Pfizer began
its magazine for a colleze-leyel audience, but later moved to an
eighth-grade level as circulation increased and the audience
broadened. Roche Laboratories' first target audience was the
elderly patient; plain Eng!ish was so effective that it was also
used for later publications aimed at all patients. Shell Oil made
plain English an essential ingredient in its campaign to improve
corporate image by giving consumers useful facts about car
maintenance.

The seventh company, Target Stores, turned to plain English
signs for customers in its self-service stores, to give information
about merchandise.

Each corporation managed its project differently, too. The
case studies spell out varied approaches to assigning
responsibility, gathering data, using in-house talent or
consultants, and testing materials.

9
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The Citibank Simplified
Promissory Note

CASE #1

In 1973; Citibank voluntarily chose to write a consumer loan
agreement in everyday language. Behind this pioneering decision
were: a concerned chairman; business goals; and attention to
consumer needs.

Background

Historically, if a bank needed a promissory note for consumers, as opposed to
corporate clients, its lawyers would draft a traditional promissory note. No
particular distinction was made between John Smith borrowing for a summer
vacation and Standard Oil borrowing to build a refinery. The promissory notes
that consumers iigned tended, therefore; to be long; dense, and complex; they
gave "full protection" to the lender.

But in 1973, Citibank decided that it needed a promissory note for consumers,
a note written in everyday language any individual borrower could understand;
Writing a consumer loan agreement in consumer language was radical. There
were no models to follow. When Citibank took this step-, officials in every
divisionfrom senior management_ through lawyers, marketing executives, data
collectorshad to be convinced that their legitimate needs- wouldn't be sacri-
ficed. Why did Citibank impose this difficult assignment on itself?

10 3



Citibank and consumer customers

At Citibank, a committee had been established in 1970 to analyze consumer-
related problems: The committee was appointed by Walter Wriston, chairman of
the board of Citicorp, Citibank's parent corporation. Wriston had been con-
cerned about Citibank's image. He selected 10 young staff members at Citibank.
Their charge: to recommend how Citibank could become a better corporate
citizen of New York City.

The committee soon decided to focus on problems concerning the bank's
consumer customers. One of its major recommendations focused on the need to
change the bank's process for collecting consumer debts. Behind this recom-
mendation lay the committee's discovery that, in order to collect payments on
consumer loans, the bank relied heavily on suits against consumers: Citibank was;
in fact, the third largest suer of consumers in New York Cityfollowing only the
phone company and Con Edison;

Writing a simple, clear promissory note for consumers became a top priority in
the drive to change the consumer debt collection process. The need was obvious.
Consumers had great difficulty understanding their responsibilities as borrow-
ers, as laid out in the traditional loan form. Moreover, lawyers and judges who
handled these cases in small claims cour' were also intimidated by the language
of the ncte. And even Citibank's own lending officers admitted that they found
some clauses incomprehensible.

Simplifying the promissory note

When the committee decided in November 1973 to simplify the promissory
note for consumers, the action was purely voluntary._ No law required that the
document be changed. Nor was simplification needed to maintain a competitive
position.

How should a document be simplified? There were no models to follow. As the
drafters put pen to paper, they quickly learned that the task readily divided into
three components: substance, language, and design.

Substance. The principal reason the original promissory note was so long was
that it covered several types of loan transactions and thus had to give the lender a
wide variety of legal remedies if problems developed with the borrower. Many
provisions were instantly identified as having little value in the typical low-
balance consumer loan for which the form was principally used; These either
arose so rarely or added so little real benefit that, while theoretically useful, they
could reasonably be deleted; Ultimately, selected deletions reduced the note to
something like a third of its original size. There were, no written criteria concern-
ing what to delete. Each issue was negotiated separately.

There were difficulties in determining what could be deleted and what must
remain. Decisions required a prolonged series of discussions among lawyers and
business managers. How often did situations actually arise along the lines that
were envisioned by the lawyers? When had a legal "protection" last been relied
upon? If a provision were eliminated, might another serve the same purpose?
Were all of the protections actually enforceable in law? Were they consistent
with the public image that Citibank wanted? And so on;



These questions were not easy to resolve. A marketing executive; for example;
might happily agree that lines of "boilerplate" could be eliminated, while one
whose responsibility was to collect unpaid loans would not want to relinquish
every right the bank had. Since the bank did not keep records on every point;
memories differed on what had been important and what had not. Some consid-
ered various provisions to be potentially important even though they might
never have been used.

A dear example was the so-called "events of default." A borrower typically
defaults to a lender when he or she fails to pay; The lender will; however, often
want to consider the obligation to be in default if certain other significant events
occur. The default provisions in the original promissory note included this:

In the event of default in the payment of this or any other
Obligation or the performance or observance of any term or
convenant contained herein or in any note or other contract
or agreement evidencing or relating to any Obligation or any
Collateral on the Borrower's part to be performed or observed;
or the, undersigned Borrower shall die; or any of the under-
signed become insolve.tt or _make an assignment for the
benefit of creditors; or a petition shall be filed by or against
any of the undersigned under any provision of the Bank-
ruptcy Act; or any money, securities or properties of the
undersigned now or hereafter on deposit with or in the
possession or under theicontrol of the Bank shall be attached
or become subject to distraint proceedings or any order or
process of any court; or the bank shall deem itself to be
insecure...(then, the note shall be considered in default)

Each of these "protections" had to be measured carefully against the risks
inherent in the particular transaction for which the promissory note was designed: a
cash loan, usually in relatively low balances, to a consumer borrower. As a result
of this process, the "events of default" in the simplified promissory note ulti-
mately appeared in this way:

I'll be in default:
1. If I don't pay an installment on time; or
2. If any other creditor tries by legal process to take any

money of mine in your possesion.

See Illustrations 1 and 2 on pages 8-10 for complete texts;

Language. The second step was to take the substantive provisions that should
remain in the simplified note and put them into language that the consumer
could understand. The absence of writing standards was, however, immediately
troubling._ Was it purely a matter of aesthetics and taste, or could some objective
measure be used as a guide? It was learned that objective standards did exist.
Rules of writing, designed to enhance understandability, were available as the
result of research that had been conducted in fields outside of law and bank;ng.
To utilize this knowledge, Citibank retained a communications consulting firm
which had on its staff an internationally known psycholinguist, Rudolf Flesch.
Sentences quickly became shorter; passive constructions became active; nega-
tives became positives; and compound and complex sentences became simple;

5
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"Legal" phraseology was a continuing problem. Lawyers have adopted particular
forms of expression; Some were clearly matters of tradition and could easily be
dispensed with. (Lawyers sometimes prefer two words when one will do. Note
"performance or observance," "term or convenant," "contract or agreement,"
"evidencing or relating to," "performed or observed," all in the above extract
from the old note.) However, many terms that are generally familiar to lawyers
presented special problems. Were they technical "terms of art," necessary to
reach a particular result, or were they just writing traditions without well-defined
effects? Does a note have to begin with "for value received?" If there are two
borrowers, must they be bound "jointly and severally?" Ultimately, through the
combined efforts of psycholinguists, lawyers, and executives, the problems were
resolvc d;

Design; It was not enough for the ultimate document to be reduced in content
and simplified in language. A form that is rtot pleasing to the eye repels the
reader. Something that looks like a traditional legal document will probably not
be read, however simple its content and language. For this purpose, there was a
sdence of design. Studies existed showing the most effective line length; dis-
tances between lines, type size and design, and margin formats; even different
colors had predictable effects.

Ultimately, the form was printed in black with green headings on buff paper;
Margins were generally "justified" left and "ragged" right. The type was a serif
style in a 10-point size. Almost no sections of all capital letters were used.
Headings were used and color-contrasted to the paragraph text. The result was a
form that told the observer that it was meant to be read.

In-house attitudes

Now, in 1984, the concept that a consumer document should be written in
consumer language has become respectable. In 1973, it was felt that a massive
loan portfohc should not be put at risk under new and untested language. Some
marketing people felt that consumers were not drawn to banks by the nature of

their forms and that the whole exercise was essentially meaningless. Business

managers responsible for collecting debts decried the loss of any legal protec-
tion; Other participants saw no need for a new form at all. Many didn't care one
way or the other. Ultimately, it was the commitment of senior management to
the pi oject that brought it to fruition. There was a strong sense in Citibank's
upper_echelons that the new note was "right." It had the image that the bank,

committed to consumer service, wanted to project. If consumers signed some-
thMg, they should understand it. Citibank was ready to make this commitment

Payoffs of the project

Citibank had cause to be pleased with its achievement.

The new promissory note supported Citibank's efforts to increase its market
share among New York consumers.

Praise poured in from consumer advocates who had traditionally been wary
of the large banks.
Senator William Proxmire, Chairman of the Senate Banking Committee,
cfatsbel hi the Cnnirrpcsional Record (February 3 . 19751: "Mr. President, as one



who has never been shy of criticizing financial institutions when criticism is
deserved, I am just as liberal with praise when I hear of a big bank with a
pi ogressive idea."

In a joint experimenti Citibank and Ralph Nader's staff worked together to
write a publication telling consumers how to use small claims court. Initially
distributed by Nader's group, the booklet is now available through New
York's small claims court.

Within a few years of introducing the ?mplified note and the new_coHection
processesi Citibank considerably reduced the number of suits it brought
against consumers;

Today, the_program to simplify the language of consumer documents is still in
full swing. Ail of Citibank's consumer forms have been revised. Teams of lawyers
and managers throughout Citibank do the work of simplifying the documents,
with occasional help from consultants.

One unexpected development in 1978 was the introduction and rapid_passige
in Albany of a statute; now called New York's Plain Language Law, generally
requ;ring that consumer contracts be written in understandable language. At
first, Citibank was not pleased with the law and went to some lengths to point out
that_ it had essentially been the absence _of controlling legislation that had ena-
bled it to pioneer the new form. The law's sponsor, however, felt that legal
compulsion was necessary to stimulate banks in general to adopt the new approach.
While the Plain Language Law has worked well in New York and in the other states
with similar legislation,* the effort of the Commerce Department to encourage
widespread voluntary use of simple English is clearly the most agreeable way to
accomplish the desired result. There are now models of simple language in many
different contexts; companies have ample evidence that they can achieve better
communication with their consumers through simpler language. Citibank has
improved its image and saved costs on consumer litigation by simplifying docu=
ments.

Materials available

o Citibank's original promissory note

Citibank's revised consumer promissory note

For sample copies and for further information, contact:

Carl Felsenfeld,
Vice President
Citibank, N.A.
399 Park AVenue
New York, NY 10043

* Since passage of the 1978 New York law, similar laws have been passed in six other
StatesConnecticut, Hawaii, Maine, Minnesota, New Jersey, West Virginia.
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Illustration 1 (continued)
(back)

NOTICE DF PROPOSED GROUP INSURANCE

_ On the lifenf the the moor,: tof. bro."( may Ive taken nut l.yh. Bank
wider group life insurance police waned to the Bank by The Prudential Insurance Company of Anon, a. haying ao home officr. in 1ewark,
Ple--Jrney. Such nourancr, if effected on the life of the _Borrower. wdl be rf from the date J ...41 Nino until thr Nntr 4. o Pod: id sand
gomp_policy trrminales ur the final maturity date 61 Om Note lochrver fint occur., in an 11.41,1,1 nerorary 10 rrdutr on esdinp.4.14 tlir
litisvoner'. nein nod., said Nut., but nut In exceed $42 0.000-in respect nf all indeblednevvi of Ilee- Burrower ta-the-Bank for wh. I. the
life of the Borrower may have Gran it:wowed tinder sand_Oniu plife inauranrc_policy, I.e Prideeds.f...101111,11.1.trance *hall be paid In Or Hank
kst opplimitson In the da.hior.of ouch indebtednem. If an identifiable charge n 14, be node I,, the lborniwrr for oath the onnuni
thereof -Will Ise set birth al-11 ern -ON of lb. Nolecin the rcn.Ine side hereof --If ny %moron. for_olirch an .1rntof ciorg. has been made
to_the Bintomoer an dr.lined bY.111,..inaurer an. inthenwO.rifor. not broom. cf (rep,. , 114. Borrower n.h to _go immrdiatr notice thrrrs, .-0.1 any
ouch charge paid by the liornmer .ndl br promptly rrfundrd. Th. Borrower n.h rrrr corldo..1.1if ion uram rclativr I.. ny
cffftled o.. ha. uk within 30 day of the dale of the Note

nonnoor eo ir Coro.. if mane

THE APPLICATION FOR CREDIT EVIDENCED BY THE NOTE ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF THIS FORM HAS BEEN:

0 WITHDRAWN - THE ACCOMODAT ION ROWE STED CANNOT- BE GRANTED-AT- THIS TIME E XCEP T ON
THE TERMS OR CONDITIONS OFFERED TO YOU. THIS DECISION WAS BASED IN PART

DECLINED - THE DECISION NOT TO GRANT THE ACCOmODATION REOUESTEO AT THIS TINE 0115
BASED IN PART

0 -wra*.; /so rrr ..... 0 ........... : ........ --.

1r

SUMMARY OF CERTAIN SECTIONS OF ARTICLE 3-A OF THE PERSONAL PROPERTY LAW OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK:

§ 460 A assitnnsmt of caminp (Arrived.) Mall be contained in a aporate written instrument. and at ita top and put above the plaor rewind for the
gignlIMIIE_DIgteArergLnne. mot be described in st mot 10_ point bold type as an .a.4.n.n.n I w0, must contain the name anctaddren of
theyasiriecandvinitscescat innuntintipermaiwninAttsebed,tilentify Wticifkally and describe fully the transaction to winch it retook th, kmmn,
of-ths-Indetnedown,the-dates on winch and place at whach payment, re to be nude. End that If Ninon only the transactsoo or eerier of trannuans
dencribed itraudi armament.

46. 7:::.=.11;_tatAimatbe_pmppallIErxrtcuted by_theArraagnerenn4-a ebV1-0I of enAPegen_allached chrism,. ntiether withX etsPv of mn moan
the madam. pertaining to the wannaction described in thc .`asigninent, must be delivered to the assignee; before the some is filed with

the employer.-

464 Eaceptas-providetiby Anicle-A aLtheresi YawkIlankinglansliechargeantide Ian theAmignec raceentaarcater sum non r per anon., on
the minor of-die Iona oredvance. einem perostited by Section-6-931- of-the Geneva] Obligations Law of New York.

41 BrforennAsUrtment_titurrysisignmentavvenstaucucityfos montyarniallAadvanced. to Of at therequest of the enamor by any bank. trust comParry
orcredicunion-doing-businew in-the-Stnr-olliew-Yorkkahalkbe-filed-verth-ast employee:
(a) the Asignor mot b, kw 71 days in default on-a payment,-antrafter such default-themsigneennothavemoilednithe asaignockncertified

return receipt requested. n copy of the Andrinsent and any attached papers with smitten notke that, unks the &Mount UT &haat shall be paid
Iftiday front Me date nf the mailing, thenutirunent will be wind on the aisignorIC employer. and advising assignor of his right to hear*

oni.biestidiornt theiktaxesanafpunitantinSdIsskolowdandan_vdcfense_m_the ancledeinidebti
(b) if the sWgnor notifies the 'naives el defense, the assignee cannot ('ile the AsUgnment untd it obtains a mon ord.,

(e) theveritteonotiognAlararigmlymaninstructlitin tobrincythe notice with Um and have ani _Payment endoned Moron and, if payment is so
endoned.-oulf_the_asu(um receives,. mitten receipt referring to the notice. the Assignment cannot be seised on the employer until subsequent
defwativend-timilsonotice.

(d) if the notice is rammed undelivered. It may then be served the ranee as summons or mailed to the &Mous by certified mad, return eleeipt
regOeyted.Wbert be myths.

47e With the (sorption- of an order made by a- family Mtn, no oOa enatrimonial-promenting.-M assigneeo-ha employer ovarry-otherriterested party may
commenor apedal proceed* to rune the Assignment In the MOM, shave- aasigmw or nail.. resides ...Mu, the nuigrunent is 111.4. The ennw
may erimidei any -defense to the Assignment and underlying debt. with burden of woof on each to be on the Assignee, and may grant &moans..interne
TING If ...Mahn lodgment d may be presented to the county clerk.

411- Na amount is deductible from the asstigtoes future ...now until att.... 10 dayA have elapsed after a rue and autbentrated copy of the Assignment
with ansnoridtianwszni of the rgorg Own-fhb. the ...igwy.110 been fikd sigh the employer. and, if the nagnment relates to indebtednen

ellen than41,000: tke_amouni collect01r mmy month.. be notcoonshanl oLthYasstrAY!sslerUngs olin month: Ild is subordinate to
any ono. assignment. income elocution or order uncles Section 0226 of the Civil Prune. Law and Ruler of New York.

414 No amount. deductible from the a100.' tomer candor urns the sun, ...cud. INSP., week.
age Unemployment by the. Wegner at the nose of or tut...pent to the Assignnwnt does not prevent the nutriment from becoming elf ecove later.
49 Banks-, Trull Campaign and ()edit Unions doing business in the state of New York tie not required to file such an Assignment mall any public °Ilse

et officer.



Illustration 2: Revised
Consumer Prcmissory Note Filet Nadosal Cky Batik

Cetteunbel tom Note Date 19

(In this note, the words I, me, mine and my mean each and all of those who signed it. The words you, your

and yours mean First National City Bank

Term o( To repay my loan, I _promise jp paywu Dollars

Repayment S ) I'llpay this sum _at one_of your branches in uninterrupted

installments of S each. Payments will be due st-rting
from the date the loan is madc.

Here's the breakdown of my payments:

1. Amount of the Loan
2. Property Insurance Premium S

3. Filing Fee for
Security Interest

4. Amount Financed ( I + 2 + 3)
5. FINNIC!
h. Total of Payments (4 + 5)

Annual Percentage Rale Fv

Prepsybent al Even though I needn't pay more than the fixed installments, I have the right to prepay :he whole outstanding
WU* Note amount of this note at any time. If I do, or if this loan is refinancedthat is, replaced by a new note

you will refund the unearned finance charge, figured by the rule of 78a commonly used formula for figuring
rebates on installment loans. However, youcan charge a minimum finance charge of SIO.

Laie Marge t I fall more than 10 days behind in payingan installment, I promise to pay a late charge of 57 of the
overdue installment, but no more than S5. However, the sum total of late charges on all installments can't be
more than 2% of the total of payments or $25, whichever is less.

Seeitity To protect. you if I default on this or any other debt to you, I give_you what is known as a security interest
in my O. Motor Vehicle and/or (see the Security Agreement I have given you
for a full description of this property), 0 Stocks, 0-Bonds, 0 Savings Account (more fully described in the
receipt you gave me today) and any account or other property of mine coming into your possession.

bonibloi I MiderStand I ninst Maintain property insurance on thepropertycovered by the Sccurity Agreement for its
hill MS deabk value but I can buy this insurance through a person of my own choosing.

Default I'll he th default:. .

1. If I don't pay aminstalErnent on tune; or
2. If any other C eeditOe tei6 by legal process to take any money of mine in your possession.

You can (hen demand immediate payment& the balante Of thiS note, minus! he part of the flosneechonei
which hasn't been earned figilied.bY theinle of 78: You will.alSo have other legal rights, for instancejheright
to repos-Jess. sell and apply SetUrity tOthepaymentS under this note and any other debts I may then owe you.

beenniar Payments You can accept late payments or partial payments, even though marked "payment in full", without losing
any of your rights undcr this note.

Deby ht Eadorepatil You can delay enforcMg any of your rights under this note without losing therri.

Collection Costs If I'm in default under this note and you demand full payment, I agree to pay you interest on the unpaid
balance at the rate of 1% per month, after an allowance for the unearned finance charge lUyou_have. to se:
me. I also agree to pay your attorney's fees equal to 159' of the ainoun due, and court costs.But if I defend
and the court decides I am right, I understand that you will pay my rea:onable attorney's fees and the
court costs.

Co:makers If I'm signing this note as a comaker, I agree to be equally responsible with the Sorrower. You don't have to
notify mc that this note hasn't been paid. You can change the terms of payment and release any security
without notifying or releasing ine from responsibility on this note.

Copy Robbed The borrower acknowledges receipt of a completely filled-in copy of this note.

Signatures Addresses

Borrower:

Coma ke r

Cornaker:

Hot Line If something should happcn and you can't pay on time, pleise call A immediately at 1212) 559-3061.

Personal Finance Department
First National C ity Bank

PBR 66B Rev. 1/75
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CASE #2

JCPenney_'s CönsUmér
Infotirriabon Guides
Research showed consumers want more product information,
but question the objectivity of information provided by busineSs.
The Consumer Information Guides were developed to help provide
that information and reinforce the credibility of the company.

Background

In the mid-1970s, several public opinion polls* showed that consumers felt
business should provide more information about products and services. Con-
sumers felt that better information would help them to be better shoppers==and

to make more informed buying decisions.

These poll results confirmed JCPenney's own efforts to identify consumers'
concerns ih the marketplace. JCPennc,i's Consumer Affairs DePartment iS con=
Stantly involved in research on the changing attitudes of consumers. The Compa-
ny conducts focus grouPs across the country to discuss various products, usually
recruiting participants in the stores and holding group sessions at a store or a
market research firm.

During focus-group discussions in the '70s, customers were saying thq found
it more difficult to make choices and get good value for the dollar beCause:

Technological change meant that they couldn't depend on past expel ience.
Stores (all stores) have less sales help and the help they have are less informed
than in the past.
They were suspicious of advertising and wanted objective information to
help them make decisions.

* Sentry-Harris, Consumerism at the Crossroads, 1977; Yankelovich, Skelly and
White, Inc., Corporate Priorities, 1978.
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jCPenney's decision to develop Consumer Information Guides

To answer the need that consumers expressed for product information at the
point-of-purchase, the Consumer Affairs Department proposed a series of book-
lets designed specifically to help consumers make buying decisions. Booklets
were recommended because:

Consumers are familiar with booklets and readily accept them.

Booklets are relatively inexpensive to develop and distribute.

Booklets can be made available in a variety of ways to retail and catalog
customers as well as to community groups.

The format can be adapted to a wide variety of merchandise.

Determining an effective means of communication

JCPenney's Consumer Affairs staff met with experts in information/communi-
cation theory to establish criteria for the content and format of the booklets and
for distributing them. The consultants recommended:

Make the booklets available v. hen consumers are making buying decisions
both at point-of-purchase and earlier, when they are shopping around fix
the purchase.

Make sure the information is accurate, balanced, and non-promotional, to
overcome consumers' suspicion of information provided by blisiness.

Keep the information concise. Focus only on information that consumers
need to make a buying decision.

Identify and answer consumers' specific questions. They are unwilling to read
information that they consider irrelevant.

Use a step-by-step approach. Many consumers are not used to making deci-
sions systematically and need guidance.

Organize the information to make it easy to find specific pieces of informa-
tion. Use illustrations, large headlines, charts, etc., to minimize reading time.

Write at an eighth or ninth-grade level. This is understandable to most
consumers, but not too elementary for the highly educated consumer.

Using the consultants' recommendations, the Consumer Affairs staff devel-
oped the concept of Consumt r Information Guides. Each guide gives how-to-
buy information for a specific category of merchandise. The information in the
Guides is generic and non-promotional. The Guides do not refer to brand names
or give brand or product ratings.

The Guides focus on the buying process and use a step-by-step approach to
help consumers:

Define their own wants and needs in relation to the product.

Understand what the various features and options can (and cannot) do.

Check for quality and safety.

Organize their shopping.

Select the model or item that best fits their needs.

1 9



Developing a format for the Guides

The Consumer Affairs Department worked with an art designer to develop a
forrnat that:

Met the criteria for effecA.ve communication that the consultants recommended.

Could be printed inexpensively and distributed easily in a variety of ways.

Could be applied to a wide range of subjects, but would establish the booklets
visually as belonging to series.

The aftles are in a 4 x 9 inch format, printed in black and one other cOlor, and
are illustrated with line art. They range from 6 to 28 pages, depending on the
complexity of the subject.

As the first GuideS were drafted, it became clear that the teit And Art deSign
had to be thought of as a unit. The way the information was presented was as

Illustration 1

Manuscript:
Title positioned to
be visible in liter-
ature holders used at
point-of-purchase

Art:
Signals generic
rather than brand-
specific information
Adaptable for variety
of merchandise
categories

A TYPICAL CONSUMER INFORMATION GUIDE

How format, manuscript, and art each
contribute to effective conimunication.

ercise
Cydleo

iA COnsiiiiiet Itifoitiatioti GUIde

0 ri

Format:
9"x4" size
o Pocket size for conven-
ience of reader
Fits business-size
envelope for easy
mailing

Fits standard liter-
ature holders

To minimize printing
costs:

2-color format
paper medium-grade
standard stock
No bleeds, die cuts,
or other special
process

13



Illustration 1 (continued)
Exercising is "in" today, . for muscular Strength.
ph?eicallitneSS and general well-being, Bicycling:
Stsing_etthet ',Joviar or stititionai_y_cyclejs one of
the best exercises for getting in shaite building_
stamina, endurance, and overall wed-being, fitness
also means feeling relaxed yet energetic. having
better digestion. requiring less sleep, and having
a new vitality.

Exercising indoors on a stationary cycle can pro.
vide the physical benefits of outdoor cycling with
two pluses convenience in exercising any time,
day or night, regardless of weather: and the ability
to use the resistance control on the cycle to regu-
late your exercise program precisely.

Before you reed this guide. think about how you
expect to use the cycle. Will it be part of a fitness
program or used only occasionally to supplement
other exercise? Will it be used for wcrkirig Off ten-
sions or tor firming and improving contour ot leg
muscles?

Use_ttos guide:

:3 :rige the qiv o: :ry
to decide. who'l fea.tures wah:

to choose tr:e!igh; model anc fo,
y3L2r comfort..

Fitness &Cycling
Cycling to increase your pulse rate

Planning an erercise program

Strength & cycling

Calories &Cycling

Manuscript:
Organized in order
consumers make
decisions

Defines buying
problems
Identifies buying
decisions covered
in Guide

Helps consumer
determine what to
expect Or product
Provides infor-
mation on quality,
safety, etc.

Art:
Art is used to add
or reinforce written
inforrnation, not
just serve a deco-
rative function

Format:
Large and minor
headlines outline
contents so
readers can
eaSily find
information they
want
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Illustration 1 (continued)

Exercise Cycles
Haw thief vie*
6aeopsecyctes are one-enveled statronary b*Cycles that
are oedaed CAE a-regular Outdoor rothoog_becVcie Tr,
energyJOIakeslo_pecial-ao011eng bam-Oebencls on tel
gear-system and tne sueace on sercf, you are r.Ong
telly_pr flat sonson grass covered _ruZe,
coos. cycle uses a, adlustab.e tensor, reooarce
mectwrom to onaose peclafing mOte PeCult ansl gde
Ku I g000 wOrkpUt

Duslrocalon
Scone cycles tlave_tlanclieDa,3that can re,userl.4r-toe,
Saf,,e way as a roweng macnne P,ong tie nandettat,
aga!nst retostance neloS enercne and tone arm
SbOulder-muscles- The zycsng and rowng acted', can
tie usecl tomer Seoaratees or Wine same ter, Anotne,
!Me ofcycenas_seat and_nanClleba,SMc move alto
matcalls as you cycle Th, type ot
inou t pArn her up put 4 mesh! tone oo Mold up the ar,
musctes

Should You Cycle?
if Ou have a known medeCal conddlon _suspectyou
meght have a healte Problem or nave not been ever -
ors.ng nave a health CeleCkslebefore soustarlit yo,
are over age 35 or more than 20 pounds heaver than
you Should be_ Or ,I,mpre than One Olt400 reJahe has
toad-nearstrozte pelore age 60 0 also makes sense
to get clearance from your ph ys,c beforetegjnn,ng
It_youare ,,ncter age 35 andheallhy yOu
can-develop your panelerolse program_trorn tbe
guidelenec gverucoNs4u,de

Stop Cybling If:
You get chest peens or Pressure
You becon e aloof
YOlvdevelop abnormal heal rhythm

Suclagniy ver,a510ve ur veryraped

Suddenly irlegulat

Ana be sure to con .11t a pt,,s,cean before resummq
you, eaercer, Program

How to Judge Quality & Cornfort

Handlebars

Soot comfort_

..1, o ,me

Resistance control

I.

Pulse oensor

Nolte Imol
C,cf.f
act

, hen oeda--ng

From*

1, oa ance
u C yr,

lInvert
Cheek lh era, 1

renacecon0

Pledeall
took km-pedals
entre enOugh to kl
feet Faar Snaps
olevenr

Chien verde
To prevent seag
g',Q Mtn.- pow
cools won quanas

n re !

WINO
f Ow tor smosol,
latabon espe
cetls at lop-,
Peal' Stroke
Sokd keov,
venrq.f. jr Jfeafly
Smooth°,

(serve. cycle. very WI price hoot lets than $ICO to
about POP with even more expensive motkne_avail.

P* ler WOO 11113111-ComMor hoormuch youllAmo
the crclo.bomOveoctont-OmbIsmaloomot potno
w ows..reproclucible reetstancelevels, clocking
tlevices. etc as you choose a model.

Features of Exercise Cycles
Eisecure___ Fun [lion COntloonte

Reeistence control C ooecs-p.i.so..i. on-weee.
Ladarng nalClee.

A roksts amocolt ol
a_hr. co 00

Be sone puce', alleunl
leyslance eve, wree seated
on cycle Lace_hre a ettle_
'doge 01eteStanCerevelk_

41.101...4 540-arrCM1e! Ocevn
n- -s-orm *ken, skanCie

Leaskrkpens.e-Does nal-
p.a.-most accurate es.stance
'eve,

N.,,,,..r. a Pc °or Make
,-,,,,,T, agAnr1,knee

,

Mose res.atoe Tanpreso,,re
*nee _Pacts mavneva_ -

-ketvaoeckentOCCasonaey

' -4-0401 n' a-strap 010000
nkee aP,Jsreo k ..1nange

eec
More 'eat* any Ouabe
man Ca1.00, type Alioors
ao,stmentsfora great anpe
[0±esetTanror1ena,

-00P 0a0,a0ne,10 ai...
leers,rvatja.ns. erla,
lkeo e-e tko ,,,,,,,,

Most evoekeeve Out ceveS
most .eame resrstance level

atepeltineietertee
moony,

st , .14, eve. c , .rs.sfance .mponan,3o oa,,g,,,g .moun,
re theloSe

r ,, Iv' k.,,e, k n sakh,e-ols on con

nk,skto e s +sk raoh1,(1

a ou,lo on, Can lone
aCsur_aeve- learatanCe clevce
*ea, ___

a,, ,,,,,, aorharh-meakankkkne
',mon^. or eo0 hp,'
10ne 10 rnOve *neon

More-accurate anent°,
epe0s.ve

Tinier 5how, eng, ,, ,,,,,
Pante ..0nrang kme or count
,10enk-vue

Cneov.toeisy reaong
COont- oown kmer-shoulO nave
easy ler-rkeakktirt,

Pulse sensor 8.,,, el, na,111041s ca ar,orn
.., 00,1, Some ha+e a reS0
,h3 rie,ce to at snows pu,Se
ale Cla,!, Otne,magrkly
rhAto so rk, c an oar ,1

Can pa tna,, rap cyciea,
Opugh-MOaratelt CheCk.kre
easy ttac.n9 n''''. cVcasg

Oclonveterlepeedonewer Me3-., ont,,, ale nr a 513, e oipis, ,a,,,,,ie p.,,,l,,,,.ce
anel amo nt re,se

Manuscript:
Information on safety,
maintenance, storage
etc. are included when
they influence the
buying decision

Information may be
provided in paragraph
form or incorporated
into illustrations,
charts, etc.

Art:

illustration helps
reader visualize
product and the
pOintS g made in
manuscript
Showsproduct being
used correctly to
reinforce health/
safety information

Format:

Chart organizes and
SimplifieS preSentation
of information
IllUstratiOn with
callouts provides short
functional definitions of
features, options, and/
or quality points
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Illustration 1 (continued)

16

Before You Sh p
use exercise cycle:

Important featuros tor model I want

As You Shop
Chock:

Warrenty* and Nitwits-

- - -
OOAD1.1_10 omampo t ...s.orny opt>.

noqd tha .nr-lt.ty W.W.I Matt

t 111113-4

Constr., 4Ormatel Berv.ro

Yes No

.sCP I6AA
65351 1,50

Manuscript:
Shopping checklist
Organized as consumer
would make decisions
Summarizes information
in Guide
Copyright at bottom
identifies source§ of
information

Format:
Checklist encourages
review of informatbn
and ty*ternatic approach
to decisions
Positioned on back
cover for easy use
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important as the words theMselves. In checking to see that design and text
worked well together, these questions were asked:

Is this information needed to help the reader make a buying ciecision?

Does the Way the bobklet is organized lead the consumer logically through
the steps of the decisionmaking process?

Does the page invite reading with clear headlines, short paragraphs, charts,
and meaningful iHustrationS?

Illustration 1 on pages 13-16 shows the entire text of a typical Consumer
Information Guide: The boxed notes describe how the format and the art blend
good design with the easy-to-read text of the manuscript.

Assuring that the Guides are accurate and useful

Since consumers question the_ credibility of information provided by business,
it has been eSSential that the information in the Guides be technically accurate.
But, beyond that, the information must give a balanced, candid presentation of
the choices that go into making a purchase. To do this, the Consumer AffairS staff:

Uses research to identify the major problems/concerns that consumers have
in making a selection. This includes discussions with:

Consumers who havt recently made a purchase or are considering one, to
find out their interests and concerns. This can be done either as part of
focus-group discussions or_ informally, by gathering information from dis-
cussions that JCPenney's staff have with consumers at the stores.

Sales associates, merchandise buyers, and service staff to identify common
problems and questions.

Independent experts who regularly answer consumer questions, to get a
better underStanding of the consumer's level of knowledge. These experts are
thoroughly familiar with a category of merchandise and are not affiliated
with a specific manufacturer.

Assigns the booklets to freelance writers who understand the role of the
Guides and are knowledgeable about the merchandise category.

Works with the writers of the booklets to gather reference materials from a
Wide range of sources, including the manufacturers, government agencies,
independent research labs, JCPenney test labs, and popular and technical
magazines.

Edits the information to address specific concerns and questions that con-
sumers have expressed.

Checks the reading level, using the Flesch reading ease test*, to be certain it is
at a seventh to ninth-grade level.

Asks several consumers who are interested in the merchandise category to
read and critique the manuscript. This is done informally, to help fine:tune
the descriptions and explanatiOni.

ee Appendix 1.
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Reviews the manuscripts with independent experts in the merchandise cate7

gory as well as with technical experts in the JCPenney Merchandise Testing
Center, the buyer, and the Legal Department.

Makes the final decision on what will be included in each booklet, after
consulting with the marketing and merchandising staffs.

Current status of the program

The stores have distributed more than five million copies of Guides in the pcist
five years. In that time, JCPenney has developed 28 GuideS fbr a wide range of
productsfrom audio components through wood-burning stoves; At present,
12 titles are available in the stores, and 12 more Guides are available through the
catalog. (See page 19 for all titles.)

The Guides are free to consumers and are distributed in three ways:

At the point-of-sale by the individual JCPenney stores that choose to pur-
chase the booklets.

Through the catalOgconsumers must send a stamped, self=addressed envelope

with their request.

Through other departments in the Company which purchase copies to use as
giveaways for special promotions, on market tours, or through bookletS=

worth-writing-for columns.

The Consumer Affairs and Merchandise DepartmentS underwrite the cost of
developing and updating the Guides. The Company sells the Guides to storeS at a

price t!iat covers the printing costs. To maintain economy of scale, JCPenney has

established a iminimum print run of 100000 copies. This keeps the Uhit Chst low

enough for the stores to budget comfortably. Stores have the option tO deCide
whether to buy the Guides and which titles they want. Stores bao their decisions
partly on the categories of merchandise they carry.

The program is now managed on a part-time basis by a member of the Con=

sumer Affairs staff.

Payoffs of the project

The Con-Sumer Information Guide program has been judged successful for a

number of reasons:

In foCus-group sessions., consumers' comments are overwhelmingly positire.
Consumers say that they find the information helpful, and they appreciate

the fact that JCPenney provides the Guides.

Consunter groups and educators purchase and use the Guides in their pro-
grams, giv:ng credence to the Guides' objectivity.

Store use of the Guides continues to increase. Store management says the

Guides are a valuable adjunct to other produtt information programs. Cur-
rently, over 700 stores use the Guides and are purchasing them at a rate of

more than 1,250,000 a year.
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Sales people find them useful at point-of-sale. In a survey of more than 300
sales people:

70 percent had seen a customer come back and make a purchase after
having been given a Guide.

82 percent felt that the Guides helped give customers confidence to make
a purchase.

92 percent said that they felt the Guides helped them do a more effective
job;

The Merchandise and Marketing Departments recognize the value Of the
Guides and the unique perspective of the Consumer Affairs Department in
preparing them. As a result of the success of the Guides, Consumer Affairs has
been asked to develop several other information programs.

Materials available

These titles are available
through stores:

Audio Components
Carpeting
Children's Car Safety Seats
Cookware
Drapery Fabrics
Exercise Cycles
Fitting Children's Shoes
Rome Computers
Microwave Ovens
Outdoor Barbecue Grills
Sleeping Bags

Using Your Credit Cards

These titles are available
through the catalog:

Automotive Batteries
Caulking and Weatherstripping
Chain Saws
Decora:ive Wall Coverings
Dehumidifiers
Home Insulation
Humidifiers
Resilient Flooring
Room Air Conditioners
Rotary Lawn Mowers
Ten-Speed Bicycles
Wood=Burning Stoves

For sample copies, and for further information, contact:

Hazel Schoenberg
Consumer Information Manager
J. C. Penney Company, Inc.
1301 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10019
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CASE #3

Measuring Marketplace Resu ts
The "Come to Shell for
Answers" Campaign
The 1973 gasoline shortage created a hostile public for oil companies.

To improve its image, Shell Oil Company tried several institutional
advertising campaigns. These efforts failed. But when Shell delivered

useful consumer information in plain English, it was a different story.

Background

Shell developed its "Come to Shell for Answers" Corporate Advertising Cam-

paign to respond to the rrzaket conditions and public attitudes towards oil
companies in the mid-1970S.

Shell and other oil companies faced a very hostile American public following
the 1973 oil embargo. Motorists were forced to Wait in line for gasoline, a
product they had once taken for granted. And gasoline prices shot up, along with

oil companies' profits.

A survey of public opinion in 1974 showed just how bad the Situation had

become:
62 percent believed that oil companiet had deliberately held back supplies in

order to raise prices.

68 percent believed that oil companies were not taking steps to relieve the

energy shortage.

98 percent believed that oil companies were not the best in their ethical and

moral attitudes.

Shell Clearly had an image problem and looked to corpoiate advertising to
lessen the intensity of public hostility. Throughout the advertising development,
research was used to determine the ads' effects on Public attitudes.



How Shell's corporate advertising evolved

Since gasoline advertising was out of the question during this period of short-
ages, Shell made several attempts at communicating with the public through
advertising before finding a way that worked. The first campaign attempted to
explain the energy situation through newspaper advertisements. Subjects inzluded
gasoline prices and profits. The messages were straightforward statements of
Shell's side of the energy story.

ln a headline of one advertisement, the president of Shell asked, "How in all
conscience can anyone call these excess profits?" and proceeded to show that
Shell's prafits, though high, were not large as a return on shareholder equity
when compared to the profits in other industries. The statements in these ads
were factual and the presentation was simple.

How did the campaign work? It was a failure, according to the results of a
survey that was conducted by a syndicated pollster and paid for by Shell and
other oil companies. Awareness levels were low and the ad caused negative
media coverage The campaign was obviously not going to enhance Shell's image
with the public.

Nekt, the company tried an advertising campaign addressing its efforts to find
and produce more oil and gas. The series was called "People working with
energy." (See Illustration 1, page 22.)

Other oil companies launched surprisingly similar campaigns.

How did the "we're working as hard as we can" approach work? The public was
unimpressed. They clearly felt that finding and producing more oil was an oil
company's job.

Shell obviously needed a different and better approach. While continuing to
search for an effective way of communicating with the public, Shell sponsored
Columbia Broadcasting System's Bicentennial Minutes series on television. At a

time When the oil industry was under heavy fire, these 60-second episodes from
American history proved to be interesting and entertaining and resuhed in much
goodwill for Shdl.

Shell's experience with Bicentennial Minutes provided a clue: Instead of talk=
ing abbut topics of interest ta Shell, the company might bring about a positive
change in attitudes by providing information that consumers would find usefuL

The next corporate campaign was the Shell Information Seriesnewspaper
ads with lots of useful information on how people could better maintain and
operate their cars. (See Illustration 2, page 22.)

ThiS Campaign didn't make a promise (a normal expectation in good advertis-
ing) but rather delivered a benefituseful information. In markets where the
campaign ran, attitudes toward Shell improved. The stage was set for the "Come
to Shell for Answers" campaign.
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Illustration 1:
Shell Answer Books

How Shell developed the "Come to Shell for Answers" campaign

Once Shell's management recognized the strength of the Information Series,
they developed objectives and strategies for corporate advertising.

Objectives
Enhance Shell's reputation for responsible behavior.

Contribute to the credibility of Shell's representatives and statements.

Support the reputation for excellence of the Shell brand (products, services,
people).

Favorably differentiate Shell from other major oil companies.

Strategy

Demonstrate Shell's responsiveness to consumer needs by providing con-
sumers with useful information in areas of Shell's expertise.

In early 1976, Shell's advertising agency conceived the Answer Books with the
objective of improving on the successful Information Series. Instead of newspa-
per ads, booklets were inserted into magazines and distributed at Shell stations.
This format provided two advantages: (1) the booklets were more useful than ads
because people could easily remove them and keep them; and (2) their odd_ size
made them hard to miss in a magazine. The format of the booklets was standard-
ized. (See Illustration 3.)

How Shell developed the Answer Books

The principles of good communication were closely followed in be booklets
written for the "Come to Shell for Answers" camp ign;

The information and communication value of the booklets was enhanced with
the use of charts, illustrations, photographs, and captions; Most important, the
information was relevant to consumers' everyday lives and was expressed in
simple, plain English. Although Shell does not test the booklets to determine
reading levels, Shell's writers, editors, and communicators and those at its
advertising agencyjudged the reading level appropriate to the intended audi-
ence. This audience is the general public, with emphasis on those who drive cars
and are slightly more affluent and educated than the average.

Almost every year since 1973; Shell has run a survey to find out what topics
would interest readers of Answer Books. The four or five leading topics have
become the subjects of that year's books. (See Illustration 4, page 25.) Shell
also conducts focus groups to determine the best ways to communicate with
the public and uses the information to improve the Answer Books. This
includes information on illustrations, the kind of language audiences prefer,
and topics and subtopics of interest.
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Steps in Planning an Answer Book

1. Shell identifies the topic for the book.

2. Shell's advertising agency presents a basic format for the book, including an
outline, a layout, and suggested illustrations.

3. After Shell approves the format, a writer at the agency drafts the book.

4. Shell's Advertising and Communications Managers review the draft.

5. The writer at the advertising agency rewrites the draft, working closely with
a Shell professional who will be identified as the "author." This person is a
technical staff membera specialist in fire prevention or auto maintenance,
for example.

6. The author carefully checkc the writer's second draft

7. At the same time, the Legal Department at Shell reviews the draft.

8. At the same time, another technical person at Shell reviews the draft.

9. The Advertising Manager gathers the review copies from the author, the
second technical person, and legal reviewers. He mediates among them and
makes the final decisions on what facts and illustrations to include, as well as
what level of language to use.

10. A senior official at Shellthe Vice President for Public Affairs, for example=
reviews the final draft.

Measuring the Results

To determine whether the campaign was effective, Shell conducted research
to measure its effect on public attitudes. The measurements included:

overall awareness of the campaign;

awareness of each ad in the campaign;

attitudes toward Shell and its major competitors;
the relationship between awareness of "Come to Shell for Answers" advertising,
and attitudes toward Shell and interest in purchasing Shell products.

Payoffs of the project

The campaign has been very successful.

Total awareness of Shell's advertising among the general public rose from
20 percent in May 1976 to 61 percent in September 1982more than a
threefold increase. (See Illustration 5, page 25.)
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Illustration 4:
Titles of Shell Answer Books

Illustration 5:
Shell Advertising Awareness 80%

70%

60%

50%

40%

The Shell Answer Book Collection

---t-The-Early-Warning-Book-Howsome_car prob-
lems can be spotted before costing big money

2. The Breakdown Book A survival manual for car
trouble on the load.

1. The Gasoline lame Book. Tips on how to
sant oadika when you buy car drwe a car and
take care of a car.

-11.- The- Car -Bmring -and-Selling_ Book. _Eieven
Minos you shoiM know when year buy, sell or trade a
Car.

& 1he.10000011Mie Bar How to help your car go
100,000 miles out not show It

11* RWilteilic BODE Heir Ameria nib the
cost and headache of driving to work.

7. The Driving-Er array Book-How-to react to
seven dangerous surprises while behind the wheel.

&-The Car Repair Shopping Book. What the drwer
imd_tnechenic can do to take the hassle out of car
repairs.

_Alisa_Car Ober Pariaidaillak Tips on hew
to fight back before yal get ripped off.

10.-The Car Fem." Book How to make your car look
better and hold Its value longer.

lt The Foul INeethar Driving Book. Safety bps you
ahead knee whin driving in ran, fog or snow.

12. The_linespeoled Dealers _Book The nizamil
aortal reomobve products including gasoline and
batteries.

13. The Emergency -Raga Book. Simple things a
driver can do to deal with minor car trouble on the
load.

l&Ths Driving .1:111e,Broir_CrierSitstilltait to me
if mire as good driver as you think you are.

13. The Accident-Book. -What_ to do if you see an
accident. have one, or cause one.

16. The -Homo Security -Book Easy momentum
ways to help protect your home from intruders

17.11rDirliaire000krhy rid-serve should Eio
more than sof pumping gas.

12.-Theltina4* Book. What atune-up is. whet one
does, and how to get the best value

111. The Gasoline Book. How to choose -the right
gasoline for Vour car and get the most out of ft.

20. The Chemical Do's rid Donre Book. Over two
dozenthings YasisiuldkaiSTMCS die MIS USI ind
safe storage of household products.

21.-The -Driving Mara Book How to Clan Your
eyes to r atonal accidents before they become real.

22. The Home Energyeaving Book. Some ample
ways tO Save op to 50% Ou home energy.

nth. /tow Your Cr Works Book. A guide to the
understanding and cre of your car.

14-Theidlore inetfix Your Sena Boa. Row Ydu
could cut your gasoline cost by $300 a year or more.

2L_The_Ensegy_kidspondenoabook_Howiahelp
regain control of our energy future by I inding more
ihd Wing

23. The Conservation Benue Book. How to spend
part of your gasoline budget on things that are mons
fun.

27. The -Energy Countdown Book. How-we ran
successfully bridge the energy Cap to the 19908.

20. The Conservation Payback Book. How to
chnose_home energy savers which pay for
themselves.

20, The Onae-Spot Repair Book How to deal wtel
sudden car problemsyounsell.

30. The Fla Aid On the Road Book. Her you might
save the We of en accident victim.

31. The Larygre_Cer Life Book. How tn make your
car last. And why.

32.Thl fire Safety Book. How to prevent fires at
home and survive an emergency.

For copies, write: Shea Oil Company, PO. Box 61809, Houston, Texas 77208

20%

10%

61%
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(Total Claimed Ad Recall)
Source: Fialdttack, October 1982
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94 percent of those consumers who obtained the booklets found them
helpful. And on a nationwide basis, Shell was perceived as considerably
better than competitors on several image attributes, such as:

Gives useful information to help motorists make buying decisions. (See
Illustration 6, page 27.)

Is most willing to give information to the public.

Shows particular concern for the consumer. (See Illustration 7, page 27.)

Is a good company overall.

Has representatives who are believable.

Is honest and trustworthy.

Makes products of highest quality.

Provides good service.

Has the best dealers.

With the publication of Book #32, Shell has distributed nearly 1.2 billion
booklets; Shell has received over one million letters requesting the booklets
and offering favorable comments. The ratio of positive to negative inquiries
is 5,100 to 1.

The campaign materials have been used by schools, munkipanties, busi-
nesses, the U.S. Department of Energy, the American Red Cross, the National
Fire Protection Association, and many other organizations.

The campaign has received many awards, including:

The American Marketing Association's "Effie."

The American Advertising Federation's "Addy."

Saturday Review's "Distinguished Advertising in the Public Interest" award.

Marketing Communications "Marketer of the Decade" award.

Houston Advertising Federation's Grand Prix/Consume; Magazine and
Regional/National Television Campaign Awards.

Shell learned a lot about how and how not to communicate with a hostile
public through advertising. An important lesson was that when public emotions
are high on issues of importance to the company, it may be best not to respond
with advertising. When advertising is used, it is extremely important to monitor
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Illustration 6:
"Provides Helpful _ 80%

Information to Help Make
Buying Decisions" 70%

Shell vs. Major Competitors

60%

50%

40%
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Illustration 7:
"Shows Paiticular Concern

for the Consumer"
Shell vs. Major Competitors
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the effect of the communications. Otherwise it is possible to do more harm thon
good. Perhaps most important, Shell learned from the "Come to Shell for Answers"
campaign that providing useful information in plain English was an essential part
of the campaign's success.

Materials available

For copies of "Come to Shell for AnSwerS" booklets, write to:

Shell Oil Companya Box 61609
HOUStOni TX 77208

For further information; contact:

Joseph C. Jones, Jr.; Manager
Corporate Advertising
Shell Oil Company
One Shell Plaza
P. 0. 130k 2463
Houston, TX 77001
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CASE #4

Translating a Complex Message
for the Lay Public:
The Pfizer Healthcare
Education Program
Constant evaluation of materials is essential to convey medical
knowledge to the public. Through testing, Pfizer learned that some
of its initial ads were viewed as somewhat threatening. The company
corrected this perception by using everyday words before
introducing technical medical terms.

Backgmund

1 hrough the years, Pfizer has been actively involved in exchanging complex
scientific and medical knowledge with the pharmaceutical industry, scientists
and researchers, and the medical professions. As new technologies have emerged
from Pfizer's laboratories, and as new findings about the causes and cures for
disease have become -known, Pfizer has played a pivotal role in keeping the
medical professions abreast of the latest medical thinking.

Now a new communications challenge is emerging. The public is becoming
increasingly involved and interested in health care topics, as shown by the rising
tide of health-related books on recent best-seller lists.

Although there has been a tremendous surge in the number of health-related
publications and articles, when Cambridge Reports recently conducted a poll for
Pfizer, two-thirds of the 1,500-person sample expressed both the desire and the
need for still more information. It appears that many of the current efforts to
communicate information about health care are either falling short of their
intended goals or missing their mark entirely. The reason is that many of these
efforts are not developed with their intended audiences in mind.

Historica!ly, ethical pharmaceutical companies have communicated to the
pubhc only indirectly, through physicians, pharma:ists, and other health care
professionals. However, with the rising demand for health-related information
and the developing tendency toward self-care, Pfizer believes that the company
has a responsibility to supply the health care information the public demands.
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Pfizer s Healthcare Education Program

In order to meet that responsibility, Pfizer developed its HeJ ithcare Education
Program, which delivers medical information designed to help the public:

To maintain good health.

To recognize possible symptoms of disease so that they may seek appropriate
counsel and treatment.

To better understand and live with diseases they may already have.

Pfizer delivers this information in three different corms: America's Health; the
Healthcare Series; and the Pdtient Information Publications.

Manning the magazine, America's Health

To respond to the general public's need for information to maintain good
health, Pfizer_ developed America's Health. This free quarterly magazine features
articles that deal with lifestyle, exercise, nutrition, and recent medical advances.
It is intended to educate people about health issues and to help them maintain
their mental and physical well-being.

Initialiy, Pfizer distributed the periodical directly to a selected group of well-
educated and avid readers of scientific and health-oriented publications. At that
time, the magazine was written for college-level comprehension.

At present, however, the magazine is also distributed to 130,000 physicians
who wish to use it in their waiting rooms. These waiting room copies have special
inserts that patients can mail to order their own subscriptions for America's
Health: As a result, current distribution of the magazine has climbed to over
350,000. The characteristics of the audience have changed as circulation has
increased. Therefore, the reading level, writing style, and content of America's
Health have been adjusted to suit this broader, more general audience: The
magazine is now written at an eighth-grade reading level.

Pfizer has done extensive testing and polling to be certain that articles in
America's Health can be easily understood by the average reader: The company
uses the Flesch reading ease test* and other standard tests t determine the
reading level of the magazine as well as other Pfizer publications: Pfizer has ako
run tests to determine how much readers actually learn from the magazine's
articles. As with all aspects of the Healthcare Education Program, Pfizer also does
market research to insure that messages in America's Health are being communi-
cated effectively to the target audiences. Studies are conducted annually to
determine the changing demographics of readers and to evaluate interest, com-
prehension, and use among consumers and physicians. Following is a brief sum-
mary of the results of telephone sui veys conducted among 87 consumers and
106 physicians:

ee Appendix 'I.
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Results of Telephone Surveys about the Magazine,
America's Health

Consumers
72 percent expressed an overall favorable reaction toward the magazine,
America's Health.

The average time spent reading the publication was 30 minutes, a figure
which compared very favorably with the norms from other consumer-oriented
publications.

78 percent felt that America's Health is a valuable source of health ca-e
information.

82 percent said that before reading America's Health, they were aWare that
drug companies were developing many new life-saving heart drugs, and 57
percent felt that they learned more abcut these drugs by reading America'S
Health.

90 Percent were aware of the need to take blood pressure medication as
prescribedwhen indicatedto irsure life-saving benefits.
47 percent felt they karned more about high blood pressure medication by
reading America's Health.

Physkians
80 percent &pressed a favorable reaction to America's Health.

90 percent felt that America's Health would be helpful in some manner to their
patients.

86 percent felt that America's Health would add to patient understanding of
various diseases.

58 perc,mt felt tHat America's Health would increase patient compliance.

Planning the advertising messages, the Healthcare Series

To respond to the public's need for information to help them recognize
symptoms of disease, the company developed the Pfizer Healthcare Series.

Thit is a teries of advertisements that alerts the public to symptoms and
dangers of diseases such as hypertension; angina, diabetes, and cancer. For each
advertisement, the message is first drafted by Pfizer's advertising agency and
then revised by Pfizer's writers and execudves.

In creating the series, Pfizer's primary goal was to provide health care informa-
tion and advice that would be readily accessible and underttandable to average
readers. At the same time, the company was concerned that the series must not
"talk down" to readers; that could cause many people to doubt the educational
value of the messages and the integrity of Pfizer as the company sponsoring the
ads.

Several months were spent testing and revising these messages. Initially, Pfizer
conducted focus groups to evaluate each of the messages with representatives of
various segments of the population. These sessions not only taught Pfizer a
lesson in plain English but also a lesson in transferring complex medical knowl-
edge to the lay public. Pfizer was surprised when consumers viewed some of the
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initial ads as somewhat threatening. In response, the messages were refined to

achieve a more potitive tone while still maintaining some semblance of the

medical fair balance that Pfizer is accustomed to using in its communications
with nhyticians. Some of the more technical terMs, such as "hypertension,"
intimidated less-educated ccinsumers and prevented them from reading the
entire message. However, if the disease Was referred to first as "high blood
pressure" and then later the word "hypertension" was introduced, the mestage

became more comprehensible. By starting with famil'r words, the messages
could later use technical language without overwhelming the readers.

The next step in developing the series was to test each health care message for

its reading grade level. Pfiier strives for an eighth-grade reading level. As an
aside, Pfizer also runs extensive tests on health care information currently pro-
duced for consumers by other pharmaceutical companies, government agen-

cies, private health associations, foundations, and academic groups. Most of the
health care information tests at too high a reading level for the majority of the

population to understand.
Before publishing the ads carrying the health care messages, Pfizer hired

Yankelovich, Skelly and White, Inc., to conduct benchmark research. The pur-

pose was to assess how well the messages would communicate information about
the specific diseases covered in the ads. In this test, readers were asked a series of

true/false questions before and after reading the health care messages. The
results from these questions confirmed that the series of ads could effectively
communicate medical knowledge. For example, respondents were asked, "Angina

is a heart condition that can be treated with medication. :s this statement true or
false?" The statement is true, yet before reading the ads only 49 percent of
respondents were able to answer this question correctly. After reading the
messages, 86 percent answered correctly. In another question, respondents
were asked, "There are no apparent symptoms of angina. True or false?" The
statement is false; however, before reading the messages, only 40 percent answered
correctly. Aftei reading the ads, 71 percent of the survey participants responded

correctly.
After receiving the favorable results from this study, the Pfizer Healthcare

Series was introduced in newspapers and consuther magazines in six major cities.

The six original health care messages ran for three months in the autumn of 1982;
and then Pfizer asked Yankelevich, Skelly and White, Inc., to conduct a follow-
up study. They did individual 20-minute interviews with a cress-section of 1,200
people. The study clearly inditated that the people who had seen Pfizer's mes-

sages knew more about angina and hypertension than those who had not. Approxi-
mately twozthirds of the consumers surveyed felt "more informed" about these
diseases after reading the ads. Four percent of the participants in the study said

that they had made appointments with doctors as a result of what they had
learned from reading the ads.

While evaluating the effectiveness of the health care series in communicating

to the public, Pfizer also monitored the attitudes of the medical profession.

As a manufacturer of ethical pharmaceuticals, Pfizer is dependent on medical
professionals as the Prime decisionmakers for the use of its products and upon

the FDA as the agency that regulates its activities. Therefore, Pfizer commis-

sioned a separate market research study_among physicians to determine their
reactions to the Healthcare Education Program and also to receive specific
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suggestions and criticisms from theft point of view. As with Pfizer's consumer
research, the results wei e highly positive. Over 90 percent of the physicians
surveyed responded favorably to the health care messages. Pfizer also i eceived
supportive comments from Food and Drug Administration (FDA) officials after
presenting elements of the Healthcare Education program at the FDA's hearings
on patient education.

The series has generated thousands of letters and _telephone calls from- con-
sumers, as well as medical professionals. As a result of this response, Pfizer
expanded the Healthcare Series to provide consumers with more general advice
on health care and information on diseases. To identify topics for the series,
Pfizer polled representative samples of consumers. To educate an even larger
segment of the population, Pfizer also adapted a health care series of commer-
cials for radio and television.

In adapting the messages to a multimedia communications program, Pfizer
conducted extensive research to insure that the series did not lose its education-
al value. This task was a difficult one because print ads of 500 or more words had
to be transformed into radio and television spots that ran for only 30 seconds.
(See Illustrations 1, 2, 3, pages 35-38.)

;During this research, the company discovered that the editorial environment
in which one places an ad has a dramatic effect on the success of communicating
the message. When Pfizer placed messages in an information-oriented envi-
ronment such as Time Magazine, it got better responses from readers than when
the same messases were placed in a lighter; more entertainment-priented pub-
lication such as People Magazine. (Pfizer hopes through future research to determine
whether this is a result of the different magazines being read by different people
or of the same people approaching the two types of magazines in different
frames of mind.) As a_ result of this finding, print messages are now placed in
information-oriented periodicals, and radio and television spots are scheduled
to appear primarily on news programs and talk shows.

Manning the Patient Information Publications

The third element of the Pfizer Healthcare Education Program is a series of
publications for patients who already have been diagnosed as having a particular
disease. These books are longer and more comprehensive than the messages in
the health care series; and each book focuses more on managing the disease than
on detecting it. The books are designed for physicians to give to their patients.

Pfizer has been developing this series for the past two years, collaborating with
Medicine in the Public Interest, a nonprofit organization engaged in medical
research and education. Before introducing the first book of the series, Learning
to Live with Angina; Pfizer conducted extensive market research and readability
tests. Information was gathered from focus groups and one-on-one field testing
with both doctors and patients. After introducing the book, Pfizer conducted
additional market research to insure that the publication was both comprehen-
sive and comprehensible.

Again, the research results were highly positive. Ninety-eight percent of the
physicians surveyed had already distributed or planned to distribute Learning to
Live with Angina to their patients. When asked to rate the publication on a 5-point
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scale, with 5 being the most favorable response, physicians gave the publication
an average rating of more than 4.5 for completeness in covering the subject,
clarity and readability, and educational value for patients.

Pfizer introduced three additional information publications for patients in
1983. More extensive research among both physicians and patients is planned
after the first four books of the Patient Information Publication Series are released.

Payoffs of the project

The Pfizer Healthcare Education Program has received excellent response
from members of the public and members of the medical profession.

Pfizer has developed great expertise in communicating with the public. The
company believes that the program's success is a direct result of the exten-
sive use of market research in initially developing and in continually r nitoriog
all three segments of the program.

Pfizer's materials have achieved strong credibility as a result of constant
evaluation and modification. Through this process, the company has suc-
ceeded in identifying its audiences and in effectively communicating impor-
tant health care information to them;

Exposure to the Pfizer Healthcare Education Program has led members of
the public to have more favorable opinions of Pfizer because of the compa-
ny's concern with educating the public about health issues.

Recent market research indicates that as a result of the Healthcare Series,
consumers are better informed about the subjects discussed and are likely
to take appropriate health action based on this information.

Materials available
For copies of the publications in the

write:

America's Health
America's Health
230 Brighton Road
Clifton, NJ 07012

The Pfizer Healthcare Series
Pfizer Pharmaceuticals
Post Offite Box 3852A
Grand Central Station
New York, NY 10163

Pfizer Healthcare EdUcatiOn Program,

Patient Information Publications

Learning to Live w;th Angina

Learning to Live with Osteoanhntss

Learning to Live with Diabetes

Learning to Live with Hypertension

P.I.P.

Post Office Box 3852
Grand Central St3tion
New York, NY 10163

For further information about the program

Grant Denison
Vice President, Planning and

Business Development
Pfizer, Inc;
235 Eag 42nd Street
New York, NY 10017

in general, contact:



Illusiration 1: This is the health care message on dial*tes that Pfizer ran in newspaper and magazine advertisements.

THE PFIZER HEALTHCARE SERIES

If you get Fs"
on this simple test,
you may be at risk
for diabetes.

In most people; diabms developsslowlv, wet years.
are :no early warning s'ps at all. Sometimes ii_can Ten
undiagnosed until a_ serious complication-results atfecrng
the-kidneys, vision, heart, brain or even life itself

To see ifsou "pass"- or "lair in being at riSk for diabetes,
check- the number -of "F's" that apply to you. The more
"F's"_you-_est, the greater Your risk of develOping diabetes.

The first "F" is forfaiitily:
It's also the most important one. If then; is a history of
diabetes in your_ family_even in: a distant relative--you
are a: greater risk of developing it yourself. And this par-
ticular "F," in combination with any of the others,
increases your ritk_co.--siderably.

The seCond "F" is forMi
Being stgmfiiontly overweight increases the likelihood of
developing_ d'iabetes. About 70% of all diabetics are cver-
wei ht at the time of dinsis.

e third "E" is for
Although diabetes can affect_ixople _of al: ages: the chances
of developing it increase with age. -A!,tlut two-thirds of all
diabetics are overfortY
__The fourth "F"--is forfood:
The-qualiry as well as the- quantity of foOd you eat may
predispose vou toward diabeteshigh in calories, high in
sugars; low in fiber.
What is diatietes?
Diabetes is a disorder in which the body cannot control
the levels of sugar in the bkxxi. Normally the hormone,
insuluregulates the_ blood sugar level. But if your body
does:not produce or effectively use its insulin; diabetes
results._

What can be done about diabetes? _

Often peopk don't _realize that most Jiabetes _can be easily
managed by -simple programs that bring blood sugar
under -control. -Many -diabetics need Only weight reduc-
non,_the right foods and Moderate exercise. And, if these
changes are not cnough, a simple oral medication is all

that may he needed. Todas even those who need insulin
can be better and more eomfortably managed by their
doctors than ever before.

The diagnosis is easy.
But only your doctor can make it. And remember; it' you
got a cornbineion of "F's" on the testover 40 and M.cr-
weight; or haye:diabetes:in_your familyYou should have
regular blood and urine testi. Early diagnasis in _adults can
Eed to better management and feWer problems later on.

Only your doctor can prescritie treatment.
Follow Nour doctor's advice about diet, exercise and med-
ication.'Also, be aware that you have a support system,
which we call...

Partners in Healthcare:

You-are the most Important partner.
Only you can see your doctor for a proper medical
checkcp. And it's You whO must decide to accept the guid-
ance-and counseling of your physician, nurse, nutritionist
and pharmacist- When- medications are prescribed; only
you can takc them as directed.

Your doctor ordemyour tests and makes the diagnosis.
Your physician -will a-dvise VOU on your weight, your diet
and your exercise, decide you require medication, and
help you monitor your progress.

All:those who sliscove; develop and distribute medi-
cines complete the parmership.
Pfizer's ongoing research brings you essential medicines
for a wide range of diseases.Through our development of
dies: medicines, we are fulfilling our responsibility as onc
of your partners in healthcare.

For reprints of thu Healthcare Series, please wrxte:-Pfizer
Pharniaceutscals, Post Office BoK 3851D, Grand Central
Station, New York, NY 10163.

PRARMACEUTIOILLS A PARTNER IN REAL CARE
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Illustration . This is the diabetes message, adapted for a two-minute radio commercial

Man:

Woman:

Man:

2-MINUTE SCRIPT FOR ABC TALKRADIO

DIABETES -- "4F"

We're going to give you a simple test -- an important one, because if

you get any F's, it could mean you're a candidate for a serious

disease.

This is another in a special series on your health, brought to you by

Pfizer Pharmaceuticals. And the disease we're talking about today iS

diabetes.

Now, let's take the test; The tore "F's" you get, the greater your

risk of developing diabetes.

Woman: The first "F" is fot family. If there's a history of diabetes in your

family -- you have a greater risk of developing it yourself.

Man:

Woman:

Man:

The second "F"_ls_for fat. Being significantly overweight increases the

likelihood of developing diabetes. About 70% of all diabeticsare over-

weight at the time of diagnosis.

The third "F" is for ferty. Diabetes can occur at any age, but the risk

increases as you get older. About two-thirds of all diabetics ate over

forty.

The fourth "F" is for food. The !plenty of_food you eat, as well as the

quantity, may predispose you toward diabetes. Foods that are high in

celorieS, high in sugar, low in fiber -- tend to increase your risk;

Woman: Now, if you had to give yourself some "F's" on this test, that Abetn!t

mean :,-ou're sure to develop diabetes. It does mean that you run an

increased risk of developing diabetes.

Man: Actually, anyone can get diabetes, even if they don't fan in one of

these high risk categories. And diabetes is a serious disease;

Undiagnosed, it can affect the kidneys, vision, heart, brain, or even

life itself.
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Iliustration 3 (continued)

ABC TALKRADIO PAGE 2.

DIABETES

Woman: But the good news ii that diebetea tan usuaIly be controlled succeL,sfully,

especially when it'S diagnosed early;

Man: The important thing is to seeyoUr-dottbr for regular check-ups; Your

Woman:

doctor can determine if ytoe'Ve got diabetes; through a simple diagnosis.

And if you are diabetic, your doctor can help you control it; Many

diabeticsneed Only weight reductiOn, the right foods; and moderate ex-

ercise. If this isn't enough, mdat times a simple oral medication may

be all that's needed.

Man: Remember -- only your dOeti4 can detect diabetes. And only la can

make the decision tO see your doctor.

WoMan: This has been another in a special SerieS On your health; brought to you

by Pfizer Pharmaceuticela. Pfiter -- one of your partners in health

care.
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CASE #5

HOW Ado Plain English
to Comply with the
Magnuson-Moss Act
HOW's innovative product was an insured warranty policy for
homeowners. But Magnuson-Moss set new ground rules for the
language in warranties. Could HOW comply?

Background

"You've got to get rid of all those whereasesl"

With that, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) passed judgment on the clarity
of the language in the warranty/insurance document that was offered to con-
sumers by the Home Owners Warranty Corporation (HOW).

The docuMent did not conform to the requirements of the newly passed
Magmison-Moss Consumer Product Warranty Act, which stated that warranties
must be written in "simple and readily understood language." The Act also
specified that the document must include information about the term and scope
of warranty coverage, remedies available to the purchaser, and any limitations
placed on the purchaser's implied warranty rights.

In addition to affecting the language and scope of warranties, Magnuson-Moss
set other requirements that would limit HOW's program. The new law prohibit=
ed the use of conciliation or mediation as a step in the procedures to resolve
disputes informally and forbade the use of dispute settlers who had direct
involvement in the manufacture, distribution, sale, and service of any product.
No warrantor was required to offer informal dispute resolution; however, when
it was offered, an annual audit was required.

Housing was specifically excluded from the Magnuson-Moss Act, but con-
sumer products for attachment to or installation in real property did fall under
the Act. Such major appliances as furnaces, air conditioners, and water heaters
came under the definition of consumer products. Consequently, any builder
who passed on the manufacturer's warranty on a refrigerztor, for instance, would
be liable under the Act. If he or she offered the new HCW coverage or the typical
written one-year warranty that covered consumer products sold as part of the
home, Magnuson-Moss applied.
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HOW's problemsand one solution

The FTC directive came in 1975; HOW was not yet two years aid. It had iSsued
its first insured warranty policy in August 1974. And suddenly it was confronted
with a law that affected its very substance. Compliance with Magnuson-Moss
Would mean (1) revamping the warranty itself to spell out the builder's obligations
clearly, (2) changing HOW's procedure for resolving disputes, and (3) rewriting
HOW's documents in plain English;

HOW was a brilliant new concept. Housing, the Nation's second largest indus-

try, had decided to provide a self-regulatory program for builders that would
prove to be far more comprehensive than any other industry's, before or Since.
The National Association of Home Builders (NAHB), with its 100,000-plus mem-
bers, had sought a way to raise the quality of home construction and to stabilize
standards in the industry, in order to prevent Federal regulation. The English had
already developed a program in which builders offered an insured warranty and
insurance against major structural defects which had been so well aCcepted that
it had become virtually impossible to get a mortgage in England without 10-year
insurance protection.

NAHB patterned its program on the English one, and HOW became a reality.
The idea was enthusiastically received by a hard core of builders and developers,
but there were many thousands who needed to be sold on the program and its
effectiveness.

And now this "child" was confronted with the Magnuson-Moss Actjust as it
was learning to walk. More than that, the housing industry did not welcome any
further legislation.

The fledgling HOW had three alternatives:

Leave all consumer products out of the program.

Rewrite the policy in two sections, one for consumer products and one for
nonconsumer products.

Conform to the Act.
Weighing the alternatives, HOW decided that compliance could be turned

into a positive selling tool with builders. HOW would be able to merchandise to
the industry the fact that HOW builders automatically conformed with Magnuson-
Moss as long as all warranties were prominently displayed in model homes or
sales packages.

Compared with the way decisions are made in most corporat ons, this one was
easy to make. The director of fidd services persuaded the president, the vice-
president, and the corporate counsel to make the effort to comply. Staff at HOW
and its corporate counsel reworked and rewrote the documents in plain English,
working closely with the FTC. No formal testing was done.

Changes in the HOW program and documents

-As ft was originally conceived, the HOW warranty was a full warranty. Under
the Magnuson-Moss Act, however, a_full warranty gave the buyer the option of a

refund or a complete replacement of the defective iteM if it could not be
repaired after reasonable attempts. If the seller couldn't offer that, then Magnuson-
Moss required the seller to offer a limited warranty. HOW had to change to a
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limited warranty, which reserves the option of repair, replacement, or refund to
the builder.

The old documentoffering a full warranty and written in full "legalese"began:

WHEREAS, Builder has built or caused to be built (I) for sale to
Purchaser, or (ii) under contract with Purchaser, at a pur-
chase price of $ , a Home situated on the land located
and described as: (Note: Insert address, and lot and block
number or other legal description of the property sufficient
to identify th,1 Home):

WHEREAS, Purchaser has inspected the Home and accepted
it as substantially complete (except as may be listed on the
Inspection Schedule, it any, attached hereto and initialled by
the parties);

The new documentoffering a limited warranty and written in simple language
began:

Identity of Warrantor. The Builder on page 1 is the warrantor
under this warranty.

To Whom Given. This warranty is extended to you as Pur-
chaser (the first owner to occupy the home as a residence for
yourself or your family) and aromatically to any subsequent
owners of the home and any mortgage lender who takes
possession of the home (see exclusion during non-residential
use; page 5):

In clarifying the language, HOW also clarified the coverage, thus eliminating
much of the possibility for misunderstanding by the builder and the homeowner.

For instance, the old document read:

III. BUILDER'S WARRANTY

A. Subject to the provisions of this agreement, Builder
hereby Warrants that during the applicable Initial War=
ranty Period; it will (at its sole option) either (i) repair,
(ii) replace, or (iii) pay to Purchaser the reasonable cost
of such repair or replacement of (a) all defects in the
Home due to non-compliance with the Approved Stan-
dards, and (b) all Major Construction Defects. The war-
ranty of Builder is condoned on compliance of Pur=
chaser with the terms of this agreement.

The new document read:

Coverage During the First Year. For one year, beginning on
the commencement date filled in on page 1, the Builder
warrants that the home will be free from defects due _to
noncompliance with the Approved Standards and from major
construction defects.
A "major construction defect" is actual damage to the load-
bearing portion of the home (including damage due to sub-
sidence, expansion or lateral movement of soil from causes
other than flood or earthquake) which affects (or is immi-
nently likely to produce a vital effect on) the use of the home
for residential purposes).
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This led to addifional changes. HOW reassessed all of its documents, revisins
them in many cases for clarity. For instance, HOW simplified the home enroll-
ment procedure by dropping one complete step, eliininating a form, and simpli-
fying the basic enrollment form.

A major., plus for the company was the elimination of a Consumer Information
Brochure. This 17-page brochure had been designed to explain the warranty
documents; it was given to homeowners to help them understand what coverage
they were getting. It was no longer considered necessary once the warranty
de,:ument had been clarified. This one move saved the company an estimated
$120,000 in printing expenses over several years.

The documents have been clarified further, and the 1981 version was given the
Flesch reading ease test* in order to comply with the requirements of the
insurance commissions in three States. The 1982 version conforms with the 1981
version.

HOW s other problemdispute settlement

Aside from simplifying its documents, HOW faced another problem posed by
Magnuson-Mossits dispute settlement procedure.

This procedure for settling disputes info .mally uses impartial third parties to
resolve disagreements between homeowners and builders, at no cost to the
homeowner. Decisions are based on the warranty document and a set of Ap-
proved Standards which specify the minimum acceptable construction stan-
dards which are given to the homeowner. Builders agreed to use these Standards
and the informal dispute settlement procedure. A builder who doesn't comply
with a dispute settler's ruling is expelled from the HOW program.

At the time the Magnuson-Moss Act was passed, no other warrantor was
offering any system for settling disputes informally. Not only that, but the FTC's
implementation of the Act forbade (1) the use of conciliation, (2) the use of
industry experts as arbitrators, and (3) making any charge for dispute resolution.

HOW's problem was that its dispute resolution procedure used cnnriliation
and, if that failed, arbitration. Conciliation was handled by industry experts
(retired builders, architects, engineers, inspectors), and the homeowner was
charged a refundable fee of $75 :'or lodging a complaint.

For HOW to comply fully with Magnuson-Moss wasn't just a matter of rewrit-
ing its documents so they could be understood. It meant that HOW had tO
change its basic procedure. The FTC, not wanting to push HOW away from
Magnuson-Moss, worked to make compliance simpler. The agency partially
exempted HOW from its regulations by permitting HOW to continue using
conciliation and by allowing industry expnts to serve as conciliators. However, it
refused to permit the charge of $75.

HOW, in turn, agreed to the annual audit of its dispute settlement procedure.
This audit consists of a survey of a cross-section of home buyers who have filed
formal complaints under the dispute settlement procedure. The survey includes
a number of_questions about the clarity and under3tandability of the documents.
As many as 81 percent of the respondents have rated the documents clear and
understandable.

* See Appendix 1.
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It should be noted that HOW has simplified its procedure even further. The
conciliation step as a separate, distinct meeting has been eliminated. At the
arbitration meeting, the arbitrator first acts as a conciliator, then makes a final
decision.

Payoffs of the project

Rewriting the warranty document in plain English has had an even more
far-reaching effect on the efficiency and increased productivity of the company
than any other part of the decision to conform the document to the require-
ments of the Magnuson-Moss Act. Although the company used no formal bench-
marks for evaluating revision of the document, the rewrite achieved a number of
things:

By forcing the document into plain English, HOW was able to elivninate
some explanatory materialsthe Consumer Information Brochure mentioned
earlier, for instance.

It became simpler to train staff. Having a clear, concise document helped
staff to work with homeowners and to train marketing anc sales staff for
builders.

It became simpler to train industry experts and the American Arbitration
Association to handle complaints because coverage was easier to under-stand.

Builders offering the program began to understand their obligations more
fully.
Homeowners better understood what protection they were getting and_
what the procedures were for handling complaints and filing claims. (See
Illustrations 1 and 2, pages 44-45.)

Clarification has prevented much litigation. HOW could have been heavily
involved in the courts because of murky language.

Clearer explanations of coverage and better training have helped to lower
the claims rate.

HOW benefits consumers in the marketplace. It is in NOW's best interests to
produce clear documents so that the consumer understands what HOW protec-
tion means. This prevents consumers from expecting too much and being disap-
pointed or frustrated; it also helps HOW de,,elop an aura of good service.

On the other side of the coin, it is vital that builders understand and accept
their responsibilities. Because HOW has clarified the acceptable standards of
construction quality, builders have national standards to guide them.

Plain English is plain good business. HOW will continue to use it.

Materials available
HOW Approved Standards Dispute Settlement Procedures

For sample copies, and for further information, contact:

Jane Moss Snow
Director of Public Affairs
Home Owners Warranty Corporation
2000 L Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036
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illustration 1: HOW's orisinal warranty contained this explanation of procedures for handling complaints
and filing claims.

Explanation of Procedures

V. CONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION PROCEDURES

Purchaser and Builder agree that:

A. If any disputes shall arise between Purchaser and Builder concerning any
matter or thing arising hereunder or under the Certificate or in connec=
tion thereWith, such dispute shall be referred to Local Council for
conciliation. However, if conciliation does not result in pi ompt settle-
ment of the dispute, the dispute shall, upon request by either party
thereto, accompanied by the required deposit, be referred by Local
Councl to arbitration conducted in accordance with the Eipedited Home
Construction Arbitration Association or substantially equivalent arbitra-
tion rules and procedures approved by Local and National Council, the
parties to any such dispute may elect to proceed under the ConStruction
Industry Arbitration Rules of the American Arbitration Association, which
rules contain a different fee schedule and procedures and provide for the
final apportionment of fees between the parties by the arbitrator or the
arbitrators ;ri the award. The final decision of the arbitrator shall be final
and binding upon the parties to the extent permitted by the law of the
jurisdiction ii which the Home is structured.

B. If the Nationd Council Oiall not obtain for Purchaser payment under the
Master Policy v,ithin thirty (30) days following receipt of written notice
from PurchaSer of failure of Local Council to obtain such payment, judg-
ment upon the award rendered by the arbitrator may be entered in any
court having jurisdiction.
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Illustration 2: HOW's revised warranty contains this explanation of procedures or handling
complaints and filing claims.

Explanation of Procedures

Submissioo of Claims to Builder. If you have a complaint, you should first send
a clear and specific written complaint to the Builder. You may also wish to
provide the Local HOW Coundl with a copy of any such complaint for its
information.

Time of Notice of Claim. Written notice of a defect in any item under the
warranty must be received by the Builder (or, at your option, the Local HOW
Council) within 30 days after the warranty on that item expires.

Demand for Dispute Settlement. If you and the Builder disagree concerning
the warranty obligations under this agreement (or he does not respond to your
complaint), you may request informal dispute settlement concerning youi
claim by mailing the "Demand for Dispute Settlement" form to the Local HOW
Council.

You may also request informal dispute settlement by submitting a letter
specifically requesting dispute settlement and identifying yourself, the Build-
er, the home, the defects claimed and the remedies sought.

Conciliation and Arbitration. HOW provides for conciliation and for nonbinding
arbitration conducted by the American Arbitration Association under its Expedit-
ed Home Construction Arbitration Rules (or by another approved organization).
No fee or deposit is required. No arbitration decision may call for performance
beyond the scope of the warranty provided in this agreement.

After it receives your "Demand for Dispute Settlement" form, the Local
HOW Council will assign a conciljator who will attempt to work out a voluntary
conciliation agreement between you and the Builder as to the settlement of
your claim. After you have anernpted conciliation; you may demand arbitra-
tion of any unresolved warranty dispute between you and the Builder.

You are not required to submit your claim to dispute settlement unless you
wish to do so. Flowever, under Public Law 93-637 you may not file suit against
the Builder until you have submitted your claim and a decision has been
reached. Suit may be permitted under other state or Federal laws and you are
only required to wait for a decision for 40 days (47 if you do not contact the
Builder before filing a claim) after which time you may sue. In addition, the
insuror is not required to pay you under the insurance coverage unless you
complete arbitration.
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CASE #6

On Plain English Its Use and
Its Advantage for Target Stores
In a self=service discount store, plain Enghsh signs are a must
to tell customers where the merchandise is, what bargains are
available, how the store does business.

Background

Target sees itself as an upscale, quality ahernative to other discount stores.
Target also considers itself a value alternative to department stores, specialty
stores, and catalog stores. ICS geared to serve the customer who has a tight
budget, a demand for high quality; and an active lifestyle.

Management understands the value of this customer's time. The stores are
designed to a:loW cuStOmers to get into and out of the store quickly with the
merchandise they came for; The aisles are wide. The departments are clejrly
rnarkci. The signs are easy-to-read. The merchandise is displayed neatly. And
the checkout lanes are efficient.
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What does plain English do for Target?

Target's need for plain English is obvious. Because Target is a self-service store,
sales help is generally not available and customers must rely on the printed word.
Customers need information to make their product selections. They need to
know:

where to find it
what the important features are
whether there is a rebate coupon available
what the prices areboth regular and on sale

Customers also need to know about store policies and operations. If customers
do not get the information they need (either because it's not available or because
the message is unclear), they will feel uncomfortable making the purchase.
Customers have alternatives to Target; plain English is one important way Target
removes the inclination to seek alternatives.

Target helps save its customers' time by providing enough information, by
having that information available where it's needed, and by making certain that
the information is perfectly clear. Everything from the giant sign on a Target
building to the price sticker found on a single piece of merchandise must be
readily visible and easily understood by each of the more than 100 million
customers who enter the stores each year.

The purpose of plain English, then, is to:

save customers' time
provide customers with r. itical information
enhance customer confidence and sales

How did Target begin its plain English program?

In 1962, Target opened its first store. As an offspring of Dayton Stores, Target
inherited a philosophy of being community minded. Like Dayton's, Target rec-
ognized the need to communicate with its customers in a clear; concise, straightfor-
ward manner. No deception. There was no single management decision to use
plain English; it simply grew naturally out of the company's overall philosophy.

To protect this philosophy and to assure that all directional, informational, or
promotional signs are clear, concise, and consistent, all signs and advertisements
are handled by a single department at the company's headquarters.

What kindiofiopposition did/does Target face regarding the use of
plain English?

The signing department (where signs are written and printed for the entire
company) continually battles the "ambiguity complex," which many business
people suffer trom.

Simply put, many people in the company who request signs from the signing
department (especially those who are younger, or less confident) think that
bigger words are more impressive. The objective of "message sentmessage
received" is all too often forgotten. So the signing departrnent is responsible for
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educating the "sign-needy" on what makes sense and what doesn't. Long words
and company jargon are intimidating to customersit's the signing department's
responsiblity to make sure all company cigns are easy-to-read and easy for our
customers to understand.

Judgments are made by experienced personnel in the signing department. The
specifics of the signssize, typeface, placement, and colorare set forth in a
Signing Manual that was developed by Target.

How does Target know that signs are working?
Once signs are in use, Target gets feedback on their success or failure from

Target's Consumer Advisory Panel. For example, "special purchase" has several

different mearangs according to Target's Consumer Advisory PaneL This infor-
mation resulted in clearer communication in advertisements and in signing
about "special purchases." Now, when Target uses the words "special purchase,"
they are followed by an explanation such as the following:

The Target chain of stores purchased nearly one million
books from leading publishers' overstock...we're passing the
savings on to you. Hurry in for beet selection, located under
the big red banner. Prices good while supplies last.

Target interviews store personnel to find out what kinds of questions custom-
ers ask most frequently. From industry people, the company gets an idea o. w;"at
information consumers need and then uses this information to develop gas.

Knowing t'seir customers helps. For example, customers who buy home com-
puters from Target are very interested in detailed comparisons of features, so
these are included on information signs displayed near the product. On the
other hand, customers rarely request specific warranty information, so Target

hasn't found it necessary to translate manufacturers' warranties into plain Ew;lish
(a lengthy and rostly undertaking).

The company is also aware of regional differences among customers. fn San

Diego and San Antonio, for example, signs are posted in Spanish as well as
English. Target hired a bilingual consultant in Texas to handle translations.

Target also displays signs that the Consumer Product Safety Commission requires

when an item is recalled and supplements these with easier-to-understand signs
of its own. (See Illustration 1, page 49.)



Illustration 1:
TargersSign_Explaining

Reason for Recall of Bicycle
PRODUCT SAFETY NOTICE
If you purchased an X-38 Team Murray boys' bike
(chrome and blue) between January and May of Nom llo)o.
1983, please remove and return the L. idlebar
stem to Target for a free replacement stem
(available at the sporting goods counter).

A number of these bicycles sold during this period
have a weak weld in the stem. There is a possibility
that some of those stems may crack.

C1/117112 Bolt

The stern has been replaced on all of the
bicycles currently in our store stock.

We apologize for your inconvenience.
We are concerned about your safety.

Upper Champ

Lowe.
E portOet Bolt NonOlotu., Stem

icol, Tube

Locawssner

Clamp Nut

What are some specific applications of plain English at Target?
Examples of Target's plain English signs are given below:

Merchandise and product information sign

Honey oak crib

99.99
28x52" full size
Durable double drop side
Plastic teething rails
4-position spring
Carton no. 196
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Price signs

Sale
This item
will be marked down
to the sale price
at the checkout lane.

50 month (T50 ) auto battery

With trade-in
Includes $5 refund for the old battery
64.99 without trade-in

Warranty sign

Warranty information
for Cameras and
Electronics
available here

Rebate sign

Pick-up your
manufacturer's
mail-in rebate coupon
on the board
near the Service Desk.
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Satisfaction guarantee sign

Target's Guarantee
We want you to be satisfied.

If you are not satisfied
with something you bought at Target,
please return it. We will fix it,
exchange it, make an adjustment
or willingly return your money.

We want you to be satrsfied.

General store information sign

To help speed up your jewelry
return, please get a slip from
the jewelry department and return
to the service desk for your refund.

Payoffs of the project

Plain English signs are easier-to-read.

Plain English is often shorter. Your store won't appear clutZered.

Plain English is easier-to-understand.

Plain English is honest.

Customers will like your straightforward approach.

Good customer relations result.

Good customer relations are good for business.

For further information, contact:

Jane A. Wikstrom
Director, Consumer and Public Relations
Target Stores
33 South Sixth Street
Minneapolis, MN 55440-1392
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CASE #7

Medication Education: Roche's
Commitment to Understanding
Studies had shown that patients were taking their prescriptions
incorrectly. To reach these patients, Roche needed to
produce easy-to-understand materials.

Background

Medication Education (ME) is a public service of Roche Laboratories, a division
of Hoff man=la Roche Inc. It was the first ix-3e-scale multimedia information
program undertaken by a pharmaceutical company to tell the public how to use
prescription medicines safely and effectively.

Phase I of ME, which began in 1978, was targeted specifically to the elderly
because:

They are the fastest growing segment of the population. (Projections show
that by the year 2000, 25 percent of the population will be over 65.)

They need about twice as much health care as younger groups.

There was some evidence that older people were taking more medicines in
combinations, and were using some of them incorrectly.

Roche set two goals for this phase: (1) to reduce the potential for the elderly to
misuse medication; and (2) to help ht.:talth care professionals tell the elderly how
to use their medicines properly. The program focusikr on correcting common
mistakes that people make with their medication.

This information wAs delivered in the What4 booklet, which answers impor-
tant questions about medication, as well as in newspaper and magazine ads and

public service radio and television announcements. Roche emphasized making
the information attractive, as well AS easy-to=read and understand. The compa-
ny's Scientific and Public Information Department wrote all the copy, being
careful to avoid medical jargon.

During the four years of the first phase, Roche distributed 24 million What-If
booklets through requests from physicians, pharmacists, and other members of
the health care teAm as well as Federal, State, and local government agendes.

The What-If booklet is designed in A format that has been continued through-
out the ME program. Nine questions and answers and a page of DOs and DON'Ts
are included. Fc: example, see Illustration 1 on page 51
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Illustration 1:
These are two pages from the What-lf

What if your friend had what
seems to be the same illness and :
she offers you some left-over med-
ication that worked well for her?

Don't take it! Regardless
of your friend's good in-
tentions, taking medi-
cine prescribed for
someone else is a
serious mistake.
Her prescription was
written for her on the
basis of her ase, her weight,'
and her physical condition. In addi-
tion to the possibility that it may be
the wrong medication for you, drugs
do lose potency with age and the
drugs she's offering may have lost
potency and become ineffective. Only
your doctor can determine what med-
ication is best for you and...how
often and how long you should take it.

Don't forget...
O Never exchange medication with a rela-

tive or friend, no matter how similar
your illnesses may seem.

O Tilt to avoid alcoholic beverages when
taking any medicines;

O Keep an up-to-date list of all the medi-
cines you are taking. Show the list to
any physician who intends to prescribe
another drug for you.

O Don't expect your medicine to make
you feel better immediately. Give it
time to work.

O Don't be lulled into a false sense of
security if you_ start feeling better after
a day or two. Stopping your medica-
tion too soon may cause a relapse or
flare-up of the original problem;

O Make sure you understand when each
of your medications should be taken
because timing can have a strong effect
on the success or failure of certain
medicines.

O Because a number of medications may
cause temporary drowsiness, be par-
ticularly careful when driving a car or
operating any dangerous machinery.

O If you have skipped a dose of your
medication, don't try to catch up by
doubling the next dose on your own.
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Broadening the program

In September 1982, Roche moved into Phate II of the ME program. Because the

campaign to deliver information for the elderly was so successful, Roche brOad=

ened the program in several Wayt.

First, the company increased its target audience, reaching out to all patients

Who take prescription medicines.
Second, the Company expanded ME's focus to provide informatiOn abOut five

major classes of prescription products: antibacterials, antiarthritics, diuretics,
tranquilizers, _and sleep aids Each of these important claStet of medicines was
made the subject bf one booklet in a new series of How-To booklets. Although at

the time Roche did not have an antiarthritic or a diuretic, Roche chose these
products because they are among the most widely pretcribed drugs. Bated on
the company's experience with a wide variety of pharmaceuticals, questións and

answers were developed which refleced some of the more common concerns
with each of these medicines.

The basic goals of the program, such as creating dialog between physician and

patient, as well as helping patients obtain maximum benefits from their medi-
cines, remain similar.

Filling the information gap

The need for useful patient info,- -tion in all segmentt of the population has
been amply demonctrated. In 1982 alone, 764.2 million new prescriptions Were
filled. Yet it has been reported that up tO 50 percent of these medicines were
uted incorrectly. One study, which appeared in the Journal of the Arnerican
Medical Association, teported that the patients in the study were taking 78
percent of their prescriptions inCorrettly and 31 percent of the patients were
using them in ways that posed serious health threats.

Getting the ME message out

Roche undertook a comprehentive multimedia campaign to launch the broad-

ened ME message for the general public.

In addition to distributing millions of informative How-To and What=lf book-
lets produced by the Scientific and Public Information Department, Roche devel-

oped a new series of public service television and radio announcements designed to.

(1) provide common tense advice about using medicines wisely; and (2) highlight
specific information about the five classet of pretcription drugs that the cam-
paign it focusing on. Print advertisements on similar themes appear in major
magazines, newspapers, and journals across the country, and are designed to
encourage patients to discuss their questions about medication with their doc-
tors and pharmacists.

In_addition to the media campaign, Roche has prepared information tools for
health care professionals. There is a slide presentation _kit with six talks about
medicine that are aimed at a lay audience. This kit, based on the_What4f booklet

and the five How-To booklets, it available from Roche sales representatives and

can be used by health care professionals in talking to community groups. Roche
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also provides health care professionals with packets of camera-ready print mate-
rials that are based on all six ME booklets. This ailows professional societies and
organizations to reproduce them with their own logos.

Communicating consistently

Since the purpose of ME is to help patients understand their medicines, Roche
undertook the program with the specific intention of providing easily under-
stood information in a positive and refreshing format. Although Roche did not
specifically test formats or language, the writing was kept simple by avoiding
jargon. Each component carries a common commitment to simplicity which has
been the hallmark of ME since its inception.

The How-To booklets follow the same format used for the What-if booklet. All
six booklets are the same size (3 1/2 inches by 6 inches, arid 12 pages). The same
typeface, similar covers and graphics, and bright colors make the ME materials
easy to identify, understand, and remember; Simple questions and answers
provide the bulk of the information on medication in each How-To booklet. The
same distinctive logo has identified the program since it began. Consistency is
important.

Each How-To booklet begins with a similar introduction. Here for example, is
one from the booklet on antibacterial medication;

This booklet, one in a series from Roche Laboratories on
widely used types of medications, is about antibacterials
(medicines prescribed to fight :nfections). About how to use
them properly; About how to make certain you get the
greatest benefits and avoid any problems from their use....

Further, each How-To booklet contains six "How-To" statements, which are
later eq:lained in the booklet's text Here are the ones from the booklet on
antibacterial medication:

HOW TO Get a Better Understanding of Your Antibacteri-
al Medication

HOW TO Get the Most Benefit From Your Antibacterial
Medicine

HOW TO Take Antibacterials Properly

HOW TO Know When Your Antibacterial Medication is
Working

HOW TO Prevent Problems With Antibacterial Medication

HOW TO AvOid Problems With Leftover Medication

o And finally, each booklet includes a handy list of DOs and DON'Ts, providing
the patient with important reminders about medication:

Don't Forget. . . .

DO be sure to carefully follow your doctor's and pharmacist's
directions on when, how and how much medicine to take.
DO finish all of the medicine as prescribed.
DO let your doctor know if you are not feeling better or if
you experience an) unwanted side effects.
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DO check with your doctor or pharmacist to see if it is all
right to drink alcoholic beverages while taking an anti-
bacterial.
DON'T offer your antibacterial to others who may have
similar symptoms.
DON'T save leftover medication, unless it is so prescribed.
Check with your doctor and pharmacist if you have any
questions or concerns. However, remember, the final
reSponsibility for using antibacterialsand all other
medicinesproperly is yours.

Is ME working?

To find out whether the ME message was reaching the target audience, Roche
tested the How-To boökletS With physicians, pharmacists, and patients.

Among the health care professionals who were tested, the majority of physicianS
(81 percent) and pharmacists (91 percent) considered the booklets very positive,
accurate, eaSHo-understahd, and consistent with the type of information that
health care professionals believe their patients should have. Nine but of ten
reSponderitS Said they would distribute these booklets to their patients, and
many felt that their Patients would indeed benefit from this information.

Most of the health care professionals who were interviewed believed that
these booklets would be a helpful supplement to the information they were
communicating to their patients. ThiS is precisely what Roche intended=that
physicians and pharmacists would use these booklets as tools to helP counsel
their patients.

Rothe also ran one test With patients who used the How-To booklet about
tranquilizers. This test revealed a high readership rate. Eighty-four percent of
those Who received the booklet read at least part of it. Those who read the
booklet showed a higher awareness of the need to follow heir physician'S
directions in taking their medication. Fifteen percent felt morE confident using
their Medication; -one percent felt less confident; and the rest were unchanged.

Payoffs of the project

Another measure of ME's success is the number of requests for booklets that
ROthe rectivet from health professionals. ME booklets are available only on
request. As noted, more than 24 million What-If booklets were diStriouted
throughout the first phase of ME. P rring the first nine months of the second
phase, Roche received 45,000 requests from health care professionals, resulting
in distribution of almost seven million How-To booklets.

Under a recent policy change, Roche now accepts direct requests from
Patieift in Only foUr Months, more than 20,000 individuals have requested
the booklets.
Roche has also received requests from other countries, for permission to
translate the ME liociklets.

Because Roche is convinced that Medication Education is working, the
company is planning still another facet of the program. Booklets which
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provide detailed information about specific Roche products will soon be
available for physicians to distribute to their patients; Unlike other ME book-
lets, these will be available only through physicians anO not directly from
Roche to patients or consumers. Similar to others in the ME series; these
booklets use the ME logo, consistent graphics, bright colors; and easy-to-
understand language.

A major goal of ME is to help the public develop realistic expectations of
medicines, including their limitations and capabilities in the treatment of dis-
ease, as well as to stress patients' responsibility fix appropriate use. The end
result, Roche believes, will be more effective therapy; fewer adverse reactions,
and reduced misusein short, better health care and better health.

Materials available

The What-If book

How-To booklets:

AMbacterial Medication
Arthritis Medication
Tranquilizer Medication
Diuretic Medication
Sleep Medication

Slide presentation kits:

Using Medication Wisely
Using Antibacterial Medication Wisely
Using Arthritis Medication Wisely
Using Diuretic Medication Wisely
Using Sleep Medication.Wisely
Using Tranquilizer Medication Wisely

For single copies, write:

Professional Services Department
Roche Laboratories
DiVision of HoffMann-La Roche Inc.
Nutley, NJ 07110

For ';,rther information, coritact:

Anne Biedenweg
Manager, Scientific and

Puolic Information
i{oche Laboratories
Hoffman-La Roche Inc.
340 Kingsland Street
Nutley, NJ 07110
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SECTION B

The
Insurance Industey
Deals with
Plain Engl6h



Introduction

The three insurance companies and two trade associations
described in these case studies were among the pioneers in
the movement, which started in the 1970s, to simplify insurance
policies.

As a result of that movement, laws and regulations in 34 states
now set standards for easy-to-understand language in certain
types of insurance policies. In addition, many companies in
other States have voluntarily begun to simplify their policies. This is
true for casualty and property insurance, as well as for life
and health insurance policies. No other industry sector pays
as much attention to plain English.

The experience of the three companies presented here
goes back to the mid-1970s; as innovators, all found it necessary
to experiment. Sentry Insurance began with ---.*D insurance
policy.ideveloped by an in-house team d attorneys,
marketing -,pecialists, and a writer. They 4, :'se an

outline format, for clarity and simplic:;y; w: A down,
they turned to narrative style. The S!- a Marioe
Insurance Company initially set up an . ;e task fo ce of
insurance professionals who gave technical gu'dance to the
language simplification consultant hired by the company; the
censultant's writing staff drafted the policies. Aetna Life &
Casualty, on the other hand, has given each division
responsibility for its own plain English project. Each operates
independently, working with consultants or using in-house
staff, as each situation requires.

The two trade associations' case studies reflect the influence
of the industry's concern for customer relations. The Consumer
Affairs Committee at the Arneriian Council of Life Insurance
generated a push from the top among its members. The
committee went directly to the chief executive officers of major
firms, to get their support for plain English projects. In the
case of the Insurance Information Institute, a push from the outside
caused the institute to set up a Consumer Affairs Department.
Its mission was to develop a positive program to counteract
activists' charges that the industry was ignoring consumers'
interests.

Both associations' actions resulted in extensive industry
attention to plain English projects.
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CASE #8

Sent 's Plain Talk® Policies
the Obvious Answer
Sentry's consumer relations project started at the top
and went straight to the public, with an opinion survey. The results
were clear and dramatic: 89 percent of the people didn't
look at their poiicies because they were too difficu!t to read.

Background

Insurance is everywhere. It has some influence on almost every person and
activity in this country. The insurance business is inherently consumer-oriented
on a one7to-one basis: Mainly for those reasons; and with no preconceived,
notions about simplifying contract language, Sentry Insurance undertook a
consumer-relations project in 1974.

It began when Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer John Joanis
made a strategic business decision: develop a program to gather information that
would be 1) of use to the company; 2) of serVice to consumers; and 3) of use to the
industry as a whole:

One major result of that decision was that nine months later Sentry drafted its
first Plain Talk insurance policy and filed it with insurance commissioners across
the Nation; This Plain Talk° Car Insurance Policyand later the Plain Talk® Home-
owners Policyrevolutionized_ the way insurance contracts were written. Many
interlocking actions went into the planning for and the drafting of that policy.
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Focus on consumers

The Chairman's broad direction was more clearly focused by a group of
communications and marketing experts with whom Sentry consulted. First,
they decided to conduct a public opinion study of consumers' concerns about
insurance. Sentry would go directly to the public: What did people like or
dislike about insurance companies? What were some common problems, real
or imagined, that consumers had with inrers? What could the industry do to
better serve its customers? The concept for the project seemed simple. It made
perfect sense that a consumer-oriented enterprise should know what consum-
ers think of it. Sentry was surprised to find that no insurance company or
industry association had ever conducted such a study.

Sentry's marketing plans conceivably could be influenced by the study's
outcome. Valid results were essential. Sentry commissioned a professional
team from the Department of Insurance at the Wharton School of the University
of PennvIvania to help develop the survey materials. Dr. Dan McGill, Chair-
man of the Insurance Department, directed a group of professors that organized
and developed the content for a questionnaire on attitudes about car and
homeowners insurance.

The Wharton group 'poked at insurance companies' experiences and exam-
ined related research. They then developed guidelines for topics and issues
that were likely to be of concern to consumers. Some of the areas they identi-
fied were:

premium increases
claims experience
policy cancellations

The guidelines and research summaries from Wharton were then turned over
to the national polling firm of Louis Harris and Associates, Inc. Harris and his
staff prepared a consumer survey questionnaire that was technically valid, yPi.
easy for an -Iverage consumer to understand. They put the difficult terms anti
concepts of insurance into_ easy-to-understand_ languagea plain English proj-
ect in itself. Throughout the process of developi og the questionnaire, teams
from Sentry, Wharton, and Louis Harris exchanged ideas and worked together.

Sentry surveyed more than 2,400 consumers. Each interview lasted about 90
minutes: A few of the questions were:

"Is it difficult to obtain infoi mation about prices different auto insurance
companies charge?"

"Should all drivers be required by the government to carry insurance?"

"Have you or anyone close to you ever had your insurance cancelled?"

There were also some opinion questions consisting of statements to which
people were asked to respond "Agree," "Disagree," or "Not sure." Some of
these were:

Insurance companies that sell auto and homeowners insurance are so big

they no longer care about the individual."

"Automobile insurance companies are too quick to drop you after an accident."
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"If you don't look at the fine print when you buy an automobile or homeown-
ers insurance policy, you are likely to find you are not covered in an emergency."

Arrwng the study's findings:

74 percent of the public felt that "if you don't look at the fine print when you
buy insurance, you're likely to find you're not covered in an emergency."

Only percent of the public turned to their policies to find out what they
were covered for, because "policies were too difficult to read."

Near!), 50 percent felt that "in settling a claim, you might as well get all you
can from an insurance company since they'll pay only what they have to."

25 percent who had had a settlement felt the insurance company was unfair.

Most of the findings were not surprising. This was the first time, however,
that anyone had gone to the trouble to prove what most industry people
suspectedthe public has a negative image of insurance companies and of the
insurance business.

Sentry took the study's findings seriously. In a service industry, management
believed, consumers' dissatisfaction must be taken as a warning signal. Chang-
es that were good for the customer would be good for the company. A task
force was organized to interpret the study's findings and to take action.

Numerous institutional changes within Sentry resulted from this survey. Sen-
try established a national claims review board and a customer information
center. Other changes improved communications with policyholders; Sentry
developed booklets on how to read and undorstand insurance policies and
made a renewed commitment to serve customers.

But additional services and better communications were not enough. The
Harris study had shown that almost three-fourths of consumers were wary of
"fine print" and almost 90 percent believed they could not understand a policy.

The langu4 e of Policies became the next target for change.

Incomprehensible but legal

Tradition helped to create complicated policies. Over dozens of years, through
!-,..ndreds of court cases, standardized policy language had been tested again and
again iiV,th case law as a precedent, companies offered policies with terminolo-

tiri they believed would hold up if challenged in court. Although this was a
business practice, it did not yield a t -trnprehensible product. The lan-_

guage of current automobilc policies bore a striking resemblance to the outdated
wording of the first policies that were issued in the late 19th century.

Reading a section of Sentry's automobile insurance policy before it was rewrit-
ten shows why consumers were intimidated by the document:

...to the following as insureds: (1) the United States of America
or any of its agencies, or (2) any person, including the named
insured, with respect to bodily injury or property damage
resulting from the operation of an automobile by such a
person as an employee of the United States Government



while acting within the scope of his wite br emplcignent, if
the provisions of Section 2679 of Title 28, United States
Code (Federal Tort Claim Act), as amended, required by such
person in any civil action or proceeding which may be brought
kir such bcdily injury or property damage; whether or not
the incident out o' which such bodily injury or property
damage arose has ben reported by or on behalf of such
Person to the United States or the Attorney General.

Clearly cOnsurriers vvere correct. Insurance policies were not Lnderstanckble:

To respond to this problem, Sentry made the most significant deciSion of itt
consumer-related project: It would simplify the language in its policies, starting
with the automobile policy;

Sentry considered hiring an outside consultant to rewrite its automobile pdlicy. It
Was a viable option. However, a consultant would need a vast amount of knowl-
edge about insurance. And Sentry had a number of talented people who were
eager td have a -hot at the rewriting. Once the first policy was coMpleted, an
employee team could reWrite other policies or train new teams to do it; Man-
agement therefore decided to handle the project internally.

The in-house team consisted of two attorneys (one from claims), a fOrMer
English teacher turned business communicator, and two marketing/proelict
development specialists;

They had a clear-cut goal: rewrite the auto liability policy in Simple termS SO

that the ordinary car owner could read and understand it. The difficuit concept
of contractual liability that was expressed in highly technital language=court7
tested language==had to be translated into plain, understandable English. Logical

organizaticn, short sentences, short paragraphS, and .5imple words were the
keys. Under the team's plan, the communicator would not learn all the legal

coMpleidties; r, . er, he would help the attorneys to write in everyday terms.

It sounded easy, but it wasn't: More than 1,500 hours were invested in the
rewriting. The policy was reduced from an imposing 12,000-Word document
whiCh filled 31 pages with "8-point" type to an understandable 6,500-word policy
which filled 23 pages with "11-point" type. In size alone, the Plain Talk Car
POlicy WaS a major improvement. The shorter document was inherently easier-to-

read and understand.

The pains of drafting

The final document was the product of an arduor- rocess. Just making the
policy shorter or setting the print in larger type gm: guarantee of readability

or understandability. The real key to the success of the Plain Talk Car insurance
Policy (and subSequently the success of Sentry's many other Plain Talk policies)

lies in the document's overall structure. Organintion wording, and the printed
fOrmat all contribute to understandability.

In itS Simple St form, an automobile policy deals with people, things, and
events. The insurer promises to pay when a certain combination of people,
things, and events causes injury to persons or property. InsurerS sell promises.

Comp liCations and intricacies arise because those promises are restricted through
definitions, conditions, and exclusions. These may apply to one or more parts of



the policy. Sentry 1-r:cl to simplify those concepts without diluting their legal
standing. A policy', .egal viability is crucial in a society where "sue the *x%#*@"
is becoming a rr...,tto for some consumers.

Sentry adopted an outline format for the new policy. It seemed to provide a
useful basic structure: Main headings and subheadings were created to provide a
kind of road map for the reader. (This also helped the rewriters tackle the
project)

Since consumers had indicated that they found insurance companies and their
policies intimidating, Sentry decided to personalize the policy by using personal
pronouns. This also helped eliminate confusion about to whom the sections
referred. The insured became "you;" the company became "we," "us," or
"our." The word "insured" was used to apply to anyone who was protected
under the policy.

Rather than try t fewrite the entire doce: -lent on the first attempt, the
drafrers singlc-1 out the section on liability co.. erage. If the new concept and
language were perfected for one section, the drafters believed, they could
:.uccess ,;:y apply the to-mat to the rest.

A good idea fails

The outline format seemed like a good idea, but it did not work well in practical
application. Each new term in the outline created a need for an explanation,
which often created the need for another heading, and so on, causing added
complexity. The new document became unwieldy as the simple road map began
to resemble a maze. Personalization and simplification were retained; the outline
format was abandoned;

Draft number two was prepared ;n narrative form. The familiar word "car"
replaced "automobile." The drafters retained headings to guide readers and to
serve as simple graphic elements to break up long sections of type, but they
greatly reduced thc. number of headings from the initial outline. They made a
concerted effort to use simple words and shorter sentences; this produced an
easier-to-understand document; Nevertheless, the drafters still had work to do;

Explaining coverage for people other than the one named as the "insured"
presented a problem. Explanations of coverage for the main policyholder were
becoming complicated by exclusions and conditions that applied to others
whose coverage was more limited. Teo many unrelated facts cluttered simple
statements.

The polir:y would have to be rewritten a third time. This time, the drafters
decided to consider only the named insured. A compact document resulted. It
was obviously etAier to write a policy concerned with a single interest rather than
many. The draf,ers created a new section called "Protection for Others." "Pro-
tection for Others" was not complicated with numei ous exclusions or excep-
tions to coverage that were already granted in the main policy instead, an effort
was made to define clearly what is covered. Much of the fine print about what
isn't covered was removed. This was somewhat of a reversal of the conventional
logic of policy writiug. A section titled "Those Not Protected" was added to
further clarify the policy.



A closer look at the liability section showed that some coverages applied to the
entire contract. Rather than repeating these in each section, they were separat=
ed and made applicable to the entire policy.

Sacrifice the superfluous

The drafters explained many terms in the simplified text. Consequently, they
were able to reduce the number of definitions pertaining to the entire contract.
The previous policy, for example, gave definitions for many vehicles"automobi;e,"
"non-owned automobile," "owned automobile," "private passenger PAII,7,(71,- -
bile," "temporary subst t! utomobile," "trailer," "utility automobile."
"utility trailer." The new po:icy recognizes and defines only two vehicles "-- " 3PCJ
"utility trailer." It was possible to eliminate the extra terms by conF.olidat,ng
some definitions and removing superfluous information.

Wording throughout the policy was analyzed. Anything that served a purpose
was retained in a simplified or consolidated form. Unnecessary sections were
deleted. The overall scope oi the policy remained essentially the same as the
original, although in some cases, the drafters broadened coverages in order to
consolidate terms and simplify language.

Under the Plain Talk Car Policy, for example, all family inernbers can use the
insured person's car without permission. They receive the same protection as
the policyholder. They can also _give others permission to use the car. Those
people also are fully covered. Under the old policy, the policyholder's permission
was necess;. 7. There was often no way to prove whether a family member ic:dly
had permisz'on to use a car or not. And settling the permission issue caused
family disputes. For simplicity's sake, the coverage was broadened.

In a sense, Sentry was taking a chance. "Better safe than sorry" had been the
policy-writer's motto almost since the first coverage was written. Although ever
mindful of the legal implications, the new policy was a bold statement. In simple,
non-legalistic terms, it was Sentry's insurance promise.

Immediate benefits

Throughout the rewriting process, the policy drafters anticipa,ed that there
would be two major, immediate benefits for Sentry and for cor,ume-s:

1. The new policy would considerably reduce con .mers' fears about the "fine
print" (There wasn't any.)

2. Because it would give consumers a comprehensible statement about their
coverage, the new policy would reduce the likelihood of customers being
disappointed when a claim was settled. Lawsuits and general dissatisfaction
should thus be reduced.

To this end, Sentry makes a statement right on the cover of the policy:

We want you to read your car policy and find out what you bought with
your insurance dollar. Now you can.

Based on any assessment, the Plain Talk Car and Homeowners insurance policies
are light years ahead of Sentry's old policies in terms of readability or under-
standability. Compare the following from a Plain Talk Car policy with the section
from the old policy (quoted on page 63):



Anyone protected at the time of a Car Accident by an atomic
or nuclear energy liabilty insurance contract isn't protected
by this insurance. The reason for this is that by law such
policies protect all persons involved in the Car Accident
regardless of who is at fault.

Neither the United States of America nor any of its avncies
is protected by this insurance.

Anyone for whom the United States Government may be
held responsible under the Federal Tort Claim Act isn't pro-
tected by this insurance.

In addition to the new language and organization of the policy, other features
of the document aid understanding; A glossary which defines terms is easily
accessible. A "contents" page indicates the main sections of the policy. Each
section is set off with large headings surrounded by plenty of white space. The
type size has been increased from 8 point tt., 11 point. The graphic design and
layout of the policy were developed to make the document a communications
tool.

Measurable resuts

Planning, rewriting, simplifying, and all that white space are wasted if ':+Jnsi..iin-

ers still can't understand Sentry's policies. Aside from asking consumers,
a good way to determine just how readable the policies are.

For more than 40 years, the Flesch reading ease test* ha, been a widely Wert
technique for measuring the readability of a piece of writing. (Since the Plain Talk
Car Insurance Policy was written, its Flesch scores have become an industry-
wide standard.)

The Flesch test was developed by Rudolf Flesch, a scholar and communications
expert; It takes into consideration the average number of wo Is per sentence in a
document and the average number of syllables per 100 words. A conversion table
is then used to give a "reading ease score." Scores can r. ic.. from 0 (least
readable) to 100. Sentry's old policy scored 13.9. The new policy scored 47.9a
dramatic improvement. According to the Flesch score, the Sentry policy is
comparable in reading ease to Harper's or Adantk Monthly magazines.

The Pennsylvania Insurance Commission applied Flesch's readability standards
to various insurance policies and found a range of from minus 2 to 10. By
comparison, Sentry's policy was highly readable.

Payoffs of the project

Since the first policy was filed in 1975, the Plain Talk Car
Insurance Polky has been approved in 44 States. Sentry does not
expect it to be accepted in every State. Some States regulate insurance
companies and contracts very narrowly and will not approve the new simpli-
fied languap. Other Stats require modifications and amendatory endorse-
ments to approve the policy.

*See Appendix 1.
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Sentry has ali0 been simplifying other policieshomeowners; condomini-

um owners; renters; boat and motorcycle owners; and umbrella coverage
(large, unexpected loss or liability), as well as Sentry's complete portfolio of
15 individual life inSurance policies._ Even life agency agreementsthe con-
tracts between the company and indePendent insurance agents to sell Sentry
products==qualify for the registered Plain Talk mark.

The Plain Talk concept hat been so successful that it has set a company-wide

standard for clear communieationi. And the simplified policies' success has

helped to set an industry-wide standard. Consumers are beginning to expect
contracts like Sentry's Plain Talk Car Insurance.

The majority of State instirance regulators seem to favor the move toward
simplifitation. Although Sentry's plain English products are not available in

every State, the company continues to file Plain Talk policies with State
insurance departments. And approvals are mounting. There is a common
concern, of course, to make certain that the new policy language will afford
consumers the same Pretection as the traditional language did.

The new policies have withstood legal challenges with little thange for the
past eight years. At one attc;:4 exiJained, "It seems the judges look at a
plain-language phrase and say, 'That's clearly equivalent to this traditional
language.' Then they base their deeisions On 100 years of case law or more
relating to the traditional language." With convoluted constructions removed,

there is usually little doubt about what coverage is granted in the policy.

Plain Talk policies have become a great Marketing tool. Agents are enthusiastic

about the idea; the policies are clearly different from competitors' policies.

Consumers see a real benefit in Plain Talk policies. As one policyholder
wrote, "I don't believe it, but I can now, after 16 years of paying on car
insurance, understand my policy."

Overall, the initial consumer study led to a dramatic change in the way Sentry
writes personal insurance. There are no exact figures on sales dr satisfied cus-
tomers attributed to the policies, but response has been overwhelmingly posithfi-
Sentry's Plain Talk insurance policies have been used consistently for company
promotions. They have even been the focus of commercials the company :las run

on national TV.

Simply, talking plainly has been good for Sentry.

Mateeals available

The Pl'ein i alk® Car Insurance Policy

For a sample copy, and fe, further information, contact:

Ael Dty
Vice President, Corp-orate Communications
Sentry World Headquarters
1800 North Point DriVe
Stevens Point, WI 54481
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CASE #9

The Ram to_Writing Understandab e
Life and Health Insurance Policies
Americam Council of Life Insurance (ACLI)
and Health Insurance Association of
America (FOAM Lead the Way

When insurance regulators and legislators signaled their support
for language simplification, easy-to-read policies became an
industry-wide priority. Within five years, more than 95 percent
of the life insurance companies revised their policies.

Background

"In defining the phrase 'fine print' the Random House Dictionary
singles out insurance policies for possessing enough limits, restric-
tions, and just plain gibberish to boggle the reader's eye. It also quotes
an age-old warning: 'Make sure you read the fine print before signing.' "

So began an article that recently appeared in the journal of Commerce. It is

typical of public commentary regarding a.! types of insurance policiesfull of
references to the "tine print" and sincer. :rging to "read your policy." That's
basic advice to any consumer

The trouble is that an insurance policy is a legal, technical document. It con-
tains a lot of terms that have a precise legal meaning"incontestabihty," "bene-
ficiary," "grace period." Insurance companies, and the trade associations to
which they belong, have published many brochures that were written to help the
public understand these technical termsas well as everything else in a policy.
Many insurance companies have even tried to simplify their policies. This paper
traces the road to policy simplificationa relatively new road, built about five
years ago and now successfully carrying an increasing volume of traffic.
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State regulators take a stand

In JUne 1978, the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC),

with assistance from the major trade associations for life insurance and health
inturance, developed and voted to support a model law entitled "The Life and
Health InsUrance Policy Language Simplification Model Act."

The NAIC, organized in 1871, is an association of the chief insurance regulatory

officiak of the 50 States, the District of Columbia, Guam, PUeito Rico, ,Aicl the

Virgin Is landS. One objective of the NAIC is to maintain and improve the State
regulations that govern_ insurance in a responsiVe and efficient manner. The

otin-cipial way that the NAIC does this is to develop "model" laws that it be .cves

State legislatures should pass.

The Policy Language Simplification Model Att ettablishes minimum standards

for timplifying the language in life and health insurance policies and certificates

to make them easier-to-read.

The main provisions of the Model Act requite that:

The text of the policy achieve a minimum Score Of 40 bn the Flesch reading

ease test* or an equivalent score on any other comparable test.

The policy be printed in 10-point type or larger.

A table of contents or index be included if the policy is more than three pages

or more than 3;000 words:

Because of the difficult and costly burden the NAIC Model Act placed UpOn

insurance companies, it was not intended to become effective immediately after
the law was passed in a given State. Companies were 6iven tVvb years to draft new

06 :y forms in simple language and five years to redraft existing policy forms.

Insurance associations provide support

Shortly after the NAIC approved the Model Act in 1978, ACLI and HIAA, the

major national trade associations representing the life and health insurance
writing companies, agreed to support the Model Act whenever it was intro-
duced in a State legislature.

In 1979; that policy position was strengthened; the insurance industry agreed

to Seek the introduction and passage of the legislation on a priority basis. This
emphasis by the insurance companies has contributed to the Model Act becom-
ing law ii. more than half of the States in less than five years.

Model Act succeeds

As of January 1984, the Model Act for life and health insurance (or similar
versions) has become law in 27 States. Easy-to-read policies oust now be devel-

oped in all of these States.

The States that have adopted the Act or some version of :t are: Arizcna,
Arkansas, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Indipna, Maine, Maryland, Massa-

See Appendixl.
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chusetts, Minnesota, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New jersey, New Mexico,
New York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Oregon, South Carolina, South
Dakota, Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia, and Wisconsin.

Since this list of States contains several of the largest ones, it is reasonable to
assume that within the next few years a significant percentage of all newly issued
insurance policies will be subject to the NAIC minimum standards. Because an
insurance company usually operates in many States, virtually every insurance
company that does business in the United States has been affected by the 27 State
laws already passed.

The importance of the NAIC Model Act to the process oi simplifying the
language of insurance policies cannot be overstated. Before 1978 there had been
several sincere efforts by individual insurance companies to design and issue
plain English policies for life and health insurance: But the number of such efforts
had been limited because of the feeling among most insurance authorities that
changes in the language of insurance policies could jeopardize the large body of
legal interpretation c. that the courts had built up over the past generations.

It is too soon to tell what effect the courts will have on this public interest
project. So far, it does not appear that court decisions have been altered by a
policy being in plain language. Development of the Model Act was the first
public demonstration by State regulators of insurance companies that they were
ready to accept the challenge of simplifying the language of policies. The process
could not have begun without the support of state regulatory officials and the
active backing of key legislators in the 27 States that have passed some version of
the model law.

The road to simplifying the language of insurance policies and to complying
with these new State laws was made easier by the development of a detailed
Guide to Writing Understandable Life Insurance Policies by the Life Office Man-
agement Association (LOMA) and the Life Insurance Marketing and Research
Association (LIMRA). These are independent organizations which develop edu-
cational and marketing materials for the insurance industry: LOMA and LIMRA
distributed the guide to every major life insurance company. The guide explained
why simplifying policy language was worth the expense and how companies
could most easily simplify their policies. The guide also included examples of
simplified language, such as the following one about a policy's loan p

Before: While this policy has a loan value, the owner may
obtain an advance fcorn XYZ Company upon assign-
ment of the policy as sole security.

After: You can get a loan from us on your policy while it has
a !Gan value. The policy can be the sole security for
the loan.

While companies were free to develop whatever readable language they pre-
ferred, the LOMA/LIMRA guide certainly contributed to the speed with which
companies began the conversion process. The "mystery" which had long been
associated with simplifying life insurance policies had now been effectively
removed.
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In May 1980; the ACLI Consumer Affairs Committee recommended that the
ACLI actively encourage companies to undertake simplification projects, rather
than just passively comply with the new State laws. ACLI took the initiative to go
to chief executive officers of member companies, asking them to become directly
involved. Further, ACLI asked companies to support the principles of the NAIC
Model Act even in those States where there were not yet laws requiring compliance.

Well over 100 chief executive officers took the time to write to the ACLI
expressing their personal support of the recommendation made by the Consum-
er Affairs Committee and giving examples of voluntary steps that their compa-
nies had already taken to simplify policy language.

Payoffs for the insurance industry

In July 1982; just four years after NAIC passed the Model Act, ACLI conducted
an extensive survey of its 500 member companies on policy language simplifica7
tion. Based on a 56 percent response rate, the following important facts and
conclusions were reached:

90 percent of all member companies are now issuing life insurance policies
that are "readable" by the standards of the NAIC Model Act. By the end of
1983 the figure should reach 96 percent.

Over 95 percent of all member companies have a standard practice of
issuing "readable" policies even where Rate law does not require it.

Member companies attained an average Flesch reading ease acere of over
57. (The NAIC has established 40 as the minimum standard.)

Unfortunately, the majority of insurance companies responding to thE urvey
could only guess what the benefits of their policy language simplification would
be for consumers, agents, and the companies themselves. In most instances this
was because they had only recently converted to simplified language. Of those
companies that expressed opinions, most did not believe that the number of
consumer inquiries or complaints would be reduced with more readable policies.
About half thought that more readable policies would improve consumers'
understanding of their policies, while half thought that they would have no
effect.

But ir; t!,ose situations where policy revision had been underway for several
years, ccmpanies reported that their new readable policies had been well received
by both agents and policyholders. Although there had been no studies to docu-
ment the benefits of simplified language in insurance policies, a survey done by
ACLI is encouraging. In 1975 ACLI surveyed the public and found that 43 percent
had great difficuity understanding theil policies. When the survey was repeated
in 1982, only 33 percent had great difficulty.

Although hard data isn't available, ACLI is optimistic that in time several real
benefits will result:

Insurance policies written in plain, readable English will meet consumer
demand. In a 1980 survey, ACLI found that consumers who had difficulty
understanding life insurance terminology bought at a 54 percent rate. Those
who said they had no difficulty bought at a 68 percent rate.
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' .e likelihooa th g. po!icyholder will keep a polky should increase.

T ning, should !:.* more effec6ve. Plain language will be e?,ier for the new
to understand. Als..). experienced agents should feel more confident

ihar they understand tFe polk and be more optimistic about their ability to
er)lain its coverage:

pe.work will be cut. Simplified policies are shorter. Companies save assembly
ti.ne and storage space.

The industry hopes litigation will be reduced.

Plain English should improve public relations and the insurance industry's
image.

Materials available

NAIC Life and Health Insurance Policy Language Simplification Model Act

For single copy, write to:

National Association cf Insurance Commissioners
1125 Grand Avenue
Kansas City, MO 64106

For further information, contact:

Vincent W. Donnelly, Actuary
American Council of Life Irsurance
1850 K Street, NW
Washington, DC 20006
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CASE #10

The Higtogg of Main English
at The St. Paul
When The St. Paul committed itself to simplifying every insurance
policy, it worked out a modular approach for creating a
variety of insurance products. Keeping a consistent style and
training in-house writers have peen the major problems of this
extensive, long-range program.

Background

In 1975, The St. Paul Fire and Marine insurance Company began a long-range
program to improve communications with its policyholders. A major part of this
program was to create insurance policies tha[ woJld be easy-to-read -rider=
stand. The St. Paul began this voluntary progrdIll oefore policy sirnp wa,

mandatc. by any State. Since then, close to 30 State legislature, ,:lo State
insurance regulators have required that certain consumer contracts, including
insurance policies, be written in understandable, everyday language.

The St. Paul's early commitment to plain English came from the top down. This
was critical to the program's success. Top -iagement had a special and strong
intc rest in simplifying policies.

The company's first seriozis attempt to simplify insurance was a personal excess
liability policy. This waS The St. Paul's pilot project. The company retained the
comminications ard design firm of Siegel & Gale to help an in-house task force
simplify the_ policy. After zompleting this project successfully, the comPany
made a public commitment to continue its simplification efforts, working with
th e. same consultant.

80
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Scope of th project

Making insurance simple wasn't easy. The scope of The St. Paul's project was to
simplify _all policies._ Converting insurance to plain English involved analyzing
several thousand policy forms to determine which could be combined or climi-
nated, and rewriting the text in plain English.

The company made this extensive; long-term commitment to plain English in
the belief that customers have a right to policies they can read and understand.
Besides, it's just plain good business. The more customers know about their
insurance, the more the company saves on the cost of loss adjustments, answer-
ing complaints, and writing letters explaining the policies.

The St. Paul's initial approach

An in-house task force composed of insurance professionals from the under-
writing, marketing, communications, ano claims departments was appointed by
the President and charged with developing the program. The marketing division
headed the task force, and most of the members were corporate officers.

The iapproach was to develop simplified insurance forms that could be com-
bined in various ways to create different insurance products. Under ti . modular
concept; the first step was to draft the policy conditions that would be common
to all commercial lines of insuranceno small task for a committee. In fact, the
first lesson learned by the task force was that drafting committee is not an
effective approach.

What finally worked wr was to assign an insurance professional to manage the
project at The St. Paui. At the same time. the consultant designated a staff writer
in their office to manage the project , .om their end, supervising all writers
drafting forms for The St Paul. The task force then served in an advisory capacity,
providing guidance and approving final drafts. This approach resulted in the
most efficient use of resources in both organizations without the delays inherent
in committee drafting.

Here's how the process worked:

1. Each form was reviewed with underwriting experts to determine if The St.
Paul should make any improvements in coverage before assigning a form to
the consultant:

2. When The St. Paul assigned the form to the consultant, the company explained
the coverage, how the form would be used, its relationship to other forms,
and the specific improvements needed.

3. The consultant reorganized and drafted the form and returned it to The St.
Paul.

4. The St Paul reviewed the draft to make sure it was complete and the insur-
ance coverage accurate. Questions on coverage were referred to the appro-
priate members of the task force or to other in-house experts.
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5. Then The St. Paul's project manager went over the draft line by line ori the
phone with the consultant's staff writer. The St: Paul's manager explained
what the company liked and didn't like, pointed out errors and omissions in
coverage, and explained coverage concepts when necessary.

6. The writer made corrections and sent back a second draft.

7. The process was repeated. However, the second time the draft was sent to
each task force member for comments. With this method, most forms were
completed in three or four drafts.

8. The more complex forms were saved for a periodic editing session at the
consultant's office. At these sessions, St. Paul's project manager would meet
with all the writers working on the project and hammer out final drafts.

9. The St. Paul then circulated the final draft to the entire task force, giving them
a deadline for responding with corrections. Those who did not respond were
counted as agreeing with the draft. The task force had final authority to
approve the form.

The St. Paul's current approach

After completing the largest of the simplification projectsthe multicover
policythe task force advised the company ,o1 '3verall policy for about another
year. It developed a master plan and a timetable for simplifying other policies and
then disbanded.

As The St. Paul's experience with plain English grew, the company developed
its own staff and relied less on outside help. Today the company no longer uses a
consultant. Thus, The St. Paul has had to develop a different approach; through
trial and error, the company has found that the following method works best.

Forms are assigned to two people: (1) a staff writer who does the drafting and is
responsible for seeing that the language, format, and terminology conform to
the company's style standards; and (2) an underwriting officer who establishes
the coverage specifications and is responsible for final approval of the coverage.
They work as a team to complete the form by the deadline both agreed on.

The writers who work on the policies are trained in-house. Their training is
based on the style manual that Siegel & Gale, as consultant, originally devel-
oped and that The St. Paul keeps up-to-date. New writers read the style
manual and then spend several hours going over !t with an experienced
member of the staff. Training includes an explanation of the computerized
form library and the automated form development system. Although The St.
Paul tries to hire people with insurance background, the company also sends
writers to internal classes on insurance coverages to augment their prior
knowledge.

A sample form, developed using the method described above, is shown in
Illustration 1, pages 80-86.
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Simplification techniques The Sti Paul used

in working on the forms with the consultant; a unique St. Paul Style and fOrmat
evolved. Specific graphics and language techniques were used to banish the
intimidating look of traditional insurance policies.

GE.ITAics/format. For a friendly, informal look, The St. Paul uses plenty of white
sp,:e and large, easy-to-read type set in two columns with unjustified right
margins. A narrative rather than outline style is used; with lots of bold headings to
guide the reader. Information is presented in a logical sequence: This sequence
is common to the entire program. The St. Paul tried to eliminate as much
insurance jargon as possible by using words with generally common, phlV_

meanings. As a result, there are fewer terms to define: These terms are defir,
right in the text where first used, thus eliminating the need to turn back and ft_ :h

between the text and a separate definition section:

Language style. For informality and enhanced readzbility, short sentences are
used and; occas:onally; sentence fragments. The St. Paul made the forms friendly
by using personal pronouns and contractions, and eAer-to-read by using actiVe
rather than passive verbs.

For example, before plain English, a paragraph defining fraud and misrepre-
sentation read

15. FRAUD AND MISREPRESENTATION. This Policy and its Insur-
ing Agreements shall be void if the Insured has consealed or misrepre-
sented:any material fact or circumstance concerning this insurance or
the subject thereof or in case of any fraud; attempted fraud or _false
swearing by the Insured pertaining to this insurance or the subject
thereof, whether before or after a loss. However, unintentional errors or
omissions on the part of the Insured shall not operate to pre!iudice the
rights of the Insured under this PplicY and its Insuring AgreeT-Ier :s.

Now the policy reads
Fraud and Misrepresentation
This policy Will be void if you or another protected person
hide any important information from us; mislead us, or
attempt to defraud or Ile to us about any matter concerning
this insuranceeither before or after a loss. Of course,
everyone makes mistakes. Unintentional errors Or
omissions won't affect your rights under this policy.

Finally, difficult concepts are clarified by introducing a radical innovation into
the conservative insurance industry: Narrative examples are inserted right in the

text. These examples are printed in italics. Here are several from the Business

Owners Pc:ilk;

Accounts Receivable Coverage
Interest. We'll cover the interest on any loan
you have to take out because you can't collect
your receivables and need money while you're
waiting for payment of your claim. For
example:
Your records are destroyed and the losses on
your accounts are covered by us. You need
ready cash to pay the rent, so you take out a
short term bank loan. We'll pay the interest
on the loan.



Extra collection costs. We'll cover extra
colleCion costs, over and above your normal
costs, that are necessary because of loss or
damage to your covered records. For
example:

Your biffing is usually handled byyour
bookkeeper and one assistant. Your records
were damaged when a tornado swept through
your building. Because they're having trouble
straightening things out, Iva hire a temporary
assistant to help get the bills out. We'll pay
the salary of the assistant.

Readdbnity tests. The aim is to c.eate insurance policies that are easy tor cus-
tomers to read and understand, rather than to meet minimum score on a
readability test. However, The St. Paul does test all fc; s because most State
readability laws require a minimum score of 40 on the P....,sch reading ease test.*
Most St. Paul forms score between 50 and 60. This article scores 56.

Problems

Consistency. To help maintain these revised insurance forms and to continue
the program, The St. Paul enlarged its staff. Siegel r ') le helped train new staff
members. As new people came into the projec- ,oft t St. Paul and at the
consultant; it became more and more difficult tc air consistency in style,
format, and terminology.

Consistency is critical to keeping the modular forms interchangeable. To
combat this problem; the company developed a style maw to serve as a
standard and as a tool for training new people. This has he .!d but has not
completely eliminated the problem.

In fact, the most difficult (ask of managing the Amplification project ha been
to maintain a consistent style, format, and terminology over an extended period
of time, using differen., ,riters. This was compounded by the need to stay
flexible enough to recognize and adopt improvements and not stifle the staff's
creativity or the style's evolutionary growth. The computer has been the most
helpful tool in maintair ng consistency.

Selection and training; The second most difficult task is the selection and
training of new writers. Finding people with both writing skills and insurance
knowledge is almost impossible. The St. Paul has been more successful at teach-
ing insurance people to write than at teaching writers about insurance.

*See Appendix 1. 8 4



Where do we go from here?

Over the years both the style and the staff have continued to evolve and
mature. The company now has imore than 500 commercial policy forms in print
that are written in plain English. Over 75 ?ercent of The St; Paul's business is
written on plain English policies. When the project began, there were 10,000
forms; when all rr-visions are finished, this total should be cut to 1,000. The staff of
six full-time peopie handles all development of new forms; as well as maintenance
updating f Irms to accommodate changes in laws, to improve coverage, an-I to
rev.: zo d ange by competitors. The production process for forms has been fully

,oi iLi 5.om first draft to camera-ready copy. The next step will be to merge
hie data that personalizes a policy with the fixed form text from the
computerized library forms and to print the complete policy on a laser printer.

Payoffs of the project

for The .St. _Paul, plain English h:s definitely improved productivity. Here are
some of the ways:

The 5;m!..olilled modular_ forms and it.: -mated form library make _it easier;
quicker, and less expensive to create and b;;ig new products to market.

:he claim and uneerwriting instructors hay% !ound flu'. Amplified forms are
easier and quickc to explain to trainees.

The company's_ early start with polides provided a leg up on the
industry wher, States began manoating plain English pOkicies. The St. Paul's
policieF more _than_ meet the nev., standards in the ate laws_ that have been
passed recently. Another benefit of t_he company's policy simpljfication
program is that it is easier for _State regulatory agencies to -dge the fOrMS, so
they can approve them more quickly.

At a -time when the insurance indv4Ty is increasing its efforts to automate,
The St. Paul has found that simplii. policies are easier and less expeniive
to automate

In addition to gains in productiviti., St. Paul has found that its plain English
policies encourage a_ view among .custorners, agents, ami Mher insurance corn-
pinies_ that the company i3 innovative; _creative; and forviard looking. Although
there has been no research to determine what customers think about The St.
Paul's plain English forms, customers' comments in letters have been positive.

Materials available

Sample kit of plain English forms

To obtain copies, and for further information, contact:

John D. Horton, CPCU
Manager, Forms Simplification
St. Paul Fire and Marine Insurance Co.
385 Washington Street
St. Paul,-MN 55102
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Illustration 1: Sampk Form.

GENERAL LIABILITY !"ROADENING ENDORSEMENT

This endorserne-.1 ch-inc...s your.

o Comprehensive G-meral Liability
Pr otection

S-A-M-P-L-E

Table cf Contents

How Your Coverage Is Changed

Personal Injury and Advertising
Injury_17overage
Li Mit Of Your Personal injury And
Advertising Injury Covera.-,,e
Exclusions Personal lnj;uv or
Advertising Claims We Cover

Mental Perm Coverage

Extended Bodily Injui-y Coverage

Medical_ Expense Coverage
Pebble Whose Me-Jital Eicpensts
Aree.'t_Coverc_i
'1hditAl Rtports And Ex;rrinations
Lxclul..or. Mhdical E e
Clairris We Won't Cover
Recovering Damages From A Third
Party

Additior 1.! Prtitectee Pet sons
Spouse Of A Partner
Employees
Newly Acquired Organizations

Limited Worldwide Liability Coverage

Tenant's Fire or Explosion
Liability Coverage
Limit Of Covers ,c
Exclusions Ter's Fire or
Explosior Claims We Won't Cover

Incidental Medical Services Coverage

Host Liquor Liability Coverage

Broad Form Property Damage
Coverage

Other Terms

Paga How Your Coverage Is Changed

YOur General Liability PrOtectiOn is
broadened by adding some cotorages and
changing some exclusions. However, this

1 er ooly apphes to accidental
c ,s or interferences with someone's

2 ricj ts tnat happen while this endorsement
is ;

3

3

3

3
4

4

4

4
4
4
5

5

5
5

5

6

6

and Advertising Injury
Coverage

Well pay amounts you and other protected
per niis are legally required to pay ac
damages for covered personal injury or
advertising injury cims resulting from
your busine: s

Personal injury mear .ny of the following
types of interference with someone's
rights.

"I. False arrest; detention or
imprisonment, or malicious prosecution.
For example; malicious prosecution would
be harming somecne_by knowingly start-
ing z ;it without having any real
causr sje.

2. Libel, slander, defamation or other-
written or spoken statements which vio-
l-ate an-individual's right of-privacy-. For
example; defamation includes harm caused
to someone's character or reputation by
written or spoken statements.

3. Wrongful entry, wrongful eviction, or
other invasion of the right of private oc-

6 cupancy. For example, an invasion of the
right of private occupancy would be in-

7

43236 Ed.7-83 Printed in U.S.A. Endorsement to Insuring Agreement.
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Illustration 1 (continued)

AMNIA

terfering with someone s right -o occupy
Property undisturbed.

Advertising Injury means ar of the fol-
low:ng types of interferenc,, with some-
one's rights resulting from dny
advertisement, advertisir,:j or publicity
article, broadcast or ast.

Libel; slander or de-dr )n.
Violation of the righ. p r acy.
Piracy.

Unfair competition.
Infringement of copyright, t.tie or slo-

gan.

Limit Of Your Personal Injury And
Adv)rtising Injury Coverage

The most we'll pay for all personal mjury
and advertising injury claims covered un-
der this endorsement is equal to the each
accidental event limit that applies to your
General Liability Protection for:

bodily injury, if you have separate
:imits; or
bodily ihjury and prope.-ty damage com-
bined; if you have a combined limit.

This_limit is shown in the General Liabil7
ity Coverage Summary. It applies no mat-
ter how many protected persons ai-e
involved, how many persons or organiza-
tions are injured; or how_many ,aims are

dde. However, if your General liability
:otection is isf .;ed for more thao one

year, the limi, aopl:es separately to each
policy year.

Exclusions - Personal Injury or
Advertising Claims We Won't Cover

Employment-related claims. We won't cov-
er personal injury clPims made by anyone
because of personal injury related to his
or her employment by you or application
for employment with you.

False statements. We won't cover personal
injury or advertising injury claims that
result from statements made by or for any
protected person:

IN1111

about any organization or its goods,
products or services; or
in violation of an indivichml's right of
privacy;

when the statements are known to be
false.

Prior stateme, Aon't cover personal
injury or advertising injury claims that
result from statements (or the first-of
statements)_made before this endorsement
went into effect.

Contract liability. We won't cover per-
sonal injury or advertising injury liability
assumed under any contract or
agreement.

Deliberately breaking the law% We won't
cover personal injury or advertising inju-
ry claims that result ifiyou or any other
protected person knowingly breaks any
criminal law.i Or if someone else breaks
such a law with the consent or !..nowledge
of a protected pe,-son:

Advertising claims; W3 \ )n't cover adver-
tisins- injury claims urought against any
protected person who is in the business
of advertismg, broadcdsting, publishing
or public relations. Nr)r. v, .11 we cover ad-
vertising .njury claims that result fri.cri:

failure to perform your obligations under
a contract. (But this exclusion won't ap-
ply to the unauthorized appropriation of
ideas based on alleged breach of an im-
plied contract.)

infringement of trademark, service mark
or trade name by using_any of them on or
with the goods, products or services you
sell; advertise, or offer for sale (But this
exclusion will not apply to infringement of
titles or slogans.);

incorrect description of goods, products
or services;

rnistakes in the advertised price of
goods; products or services;

acts committed with intent to harm.

Page 2 of 7
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.ion 1 (continued)

Mental Hatti Coverage

The term "bodily injury" as used in yoUr
General- Liability PrOtection is expanded
to cover_mental _harm, mental anguish or
Mental illnetS Whether Or hOt there has
been physical harm or illness.

Extended Bodily injury Coverage

Tr thrM "accidental '!Vent" as used in
your General f..ability Protection is ex-
panded-tc any intentional act by or
at the directi,u,i of any protected persor
that re-SultS ih bOdily injury solely from
the use of reasonable force while prevent-
ino Or removing a danger to people or
property.

Medical Expense Coverage

,t you aren't legally responsible;
ay up to $1,000 for first aid arvi

expenses of each person w`!) sus-
tains budily injury in an accidenta. eVent.
HoWeVer, hb rn-citteh how many claims re-
sult from one event, we won't pay more
than your policy's each accidental event

You may have coverage for medical pay-
ments under one or more agreements in
this policy. If you do, the most we'll Oay
is the highest limit of coverage you have.

The event must happen at your place of
business and result from a condition of
your premises or arise from some activity
rela,.eo to your business. Per ^)-(artirOld:

It's rained most of the morning. Your
secretary takes on Gmbrella along to the
post office to purchase stamps. While
rounding a corner; your secretary's um-
brella accidentally POkii a pedeStrion's
Shoulder. The pedestrian, knocked off
balance, falls to the sidewalk. Since your
secretary was on business when the acci-
dent occurred, we'll cover medical

aui
expenses the injured pedestrian may have
up to $1,000.

We'll Ccier reasonable expenses for nec-
essary medical, surgical, x-ray and den-
tal-services, and for artificial limbs and
organs. We'll also pay for necessary am-
btilance, hospita and profc:sional nurs-
ing services and for funeral services. To
be covered, these expenses must be in-
curred within one year of the accidental
event.

People Whos.-e Medical Expenses Aren't
Covered

We won't cover medical expenses of any of
the following people:

You nr your partners.

An employee of yours or your partners,
if the employee is injured in the course of
his or her employment by you.

A tenant who lives on your premises or
er.,.:oyees of st. tehantS who are injured
in the course of their employment by the
tenant.

.y tt.nant or any employee o' a tenant
v no is injured on the part of the premises
rented f om you

EmplOyees of such othvr tenants who are
injured in the course of their employment
and bh the part of the premises their em
ployer rents from yci

Any person who builds new structures
or who repairs, maintains or demolishes
any structure on your property or adja-
cent roads.

-Ariy OehSbh to whom benefits are payable
or for whom benefits are required to be
pi oVided under a workers' compensation,
unemployment compensation, disability
benefits or similar I3W.

Any person practicing, teaching or tak-
ing part in physical training, a sport or
an athletic activity or contest.

43236 c-rinted in U:S.14. Erdnrsemen* to Insuring Agreement .
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Illustration 1 (continued)

Medical Reports And Examinations

The injured person must do several
things before we will pay a claim. These
are:

give us written proof of the clairn as
soon as possible;

maLe the claim under oath at our
reci6est;

give us authorization to Obtain copies of
medical reports and records;

be examined by dcctors of our cIloiLe as
often as we may reasonably requett.

We will pay for such examinations, but
these payments will be treatcd as part of
the limits of coverage.

The fact that we Make paymients to an in-
jured person for these sery.---es doesn't
mean you've admitted respon,ibility for
the injury.

Exclusions - Medical Expense Claims We
Wo-,'t Cover

All of the excicsions that apply to y,
General Liability Protection appi., to fk s
coverage. Ihe following exclusions also
apply:

Medical services you provide. We won t
cover exi rises for rnedicai services pro-
vided by any protected persons; their
employees; or any person or organization
under contract to you to provide such
services.

Work by independent contractors. We
won't c...er medical expenses for injury
caused by work done for you by any in-
dependent contractor. But this exclusion
won't apply to maintenance and repair of
your insured premises. Nor will if apply
to:structural alterations_ at insured prem-
ises Oat don't change the size of a strut-
ture or involve rnoving of a structure.

Recovering Datn.eges Froni A Third Pafty

The Recovering Damages From A Third
Party section of the General Rules doesn't
apply to thiS medical expense coverage.

AdditiOnal ProteCted Periciri§

The Who Is Protected _Under: This Agree-
ment section of your-General l_iabfity
Protection is changed by adding the fol-
lbin-g.

Spouse Of A Partner

If you are a partnership; spouses of
pa:-tners are protected-against claims re-
sulting from conducting your business as
a partr iShip.

Employees

Your employees are protected while they
are WOrking for you Within the scope of
their duties.

Limitations on employee protection. We
Won't coVer ycür employees for the folloW-
ing:

Claims for bodily_ injury or personal inju-
ry to a fellow érnployee (3e-cur-ring on the
job.

Claims for personal infury or advertising
injury to you; a pr otectéd-partner or
co-venturer;. or the spouse of any of
theSe prbtected PerSbhS.

ClairtiS fbr damage to property- Owned,-
rented,_ occupied,_used or physically con-
tr.-oiled by you; a fellbW emplbyee; a Pro-
tected partner or co-venturer; or the
spouse of any of these protected persons.

ThiS erriployeeS Prbtettion Sett
apply to your executive officers because
they are Spetifically pretected ir the cor-
poration protection section above.

- 4 of 7
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Illustration 1 (continued)

Newly Acquired Organizations

The Who Is Protected Under This Agree-
ment section of your General Liability
Protection is changed by adding t fol-
lowihg.

NeW!V atqui-ed organizations; We'H pro
tect ors Inizations that you newly acquire
or form in which you mainte'n ownership
or majority interest. To be covered these
organizations must be acquired or formed
while this endorsement is in effect. We'h
protect therh for 90 days from the date
you acat ire them. However, we won't
protect a joint veri_wre unle,ss it is named
in the Intrlic:tion.

Cther insurance_ for newly acquired
ocganizations. If a newly acquired or
formed organizat;Dn is co\ erect for_ bodily
injury, property darne, personal injury
or advertising !alury cLims under any
Other t.--Olicy, the ;:ovorage provided by
this i.:ndo:-sernent does not apply, nor
d coVerage apply as excess.

Worldwide Liability Ccverage

The Where We Cover section o tour Gen-
eral Liability Protection is extelded as

If \,,ou are permanently headquartered in
the United States of America; we also
cover accidental events that take place
anywhere in the world that resuR from
your business activities while a protected
person is ten rorarily outside the United
States of America.
If proJucts are covered; we'll also cover
accidental events that are caused bY one
of your product sold anywhere in the
world.

Rut we only ier all of the above- types
bf ecents r4 original suit_ is brought
within the ,ted States of America, its
territories or possessions, Puerto Rico or
Canada.

.011!,

StuI
Tenant's Fire or Explosion Liability Cov-
erage

If 'ur- General Liability Protection pro-
prr.pe-ty damaaecoverage, we'll

, -Jtect ior property damage claims
caw,- y fire or explosion to that por-
ior property that you reht or lease.

but thy, is so only when you or other
protected persons are legally at feult for
the_clamage. We won'tcovcr damage to
such property when it isn't any protecti,d
ro.-)rson s fault, even if responsibility for
tre :iarnage has been assumed uhder a
cont,-act or ag.-earnent. Fo example-,

You rent office space in anotP,er building.
Your lease makes you responsib'e for all
damage roused by fire or explosion to
your office even though you're not to
blame.

Suppose your employee carelessly thraws
a lighted match into the wastebasket.
We'll pcy up to the limit of coverage for
the fire damage you're legally reJponsible
for becaure of tiie carelessness.

c..ut, if through no fault of yours, the
furnace e; plodes and starts your prem-
ises on fire; we won't pay for the damage
even though your lease makes you re-
sponsible for it.

Limit Of Coverage

The most we'll pay for covered tenant's
fire or explosion claims is $50,000 for
each acc,dental event; no mat'er how
many protected persons, property owners
or claims are Involve-I.

Exclusions - Tenant's Fire or ExploSion
Claims We, Won't Cover

Ohly the "Nuclear energy liability" exclu-
sion in your General Liability Protection
applies to this coverage.

43236 Eo..-83 Printed in U.S.A. Endorsement to Insuring Agreement
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Hydration 1 (continued)

Medt-ai Services Coverage

We'll cover claims for bodily injury that:
resat wh-en a physician, dentist or ni
you employ provides orfails to provide
p-ofessional services. Bu-t-we won't pro-
tc.-A the doctor or nurse against malprac-
tice claimS.

The Employer's liabihty" exclusion in
your General Liability Protection does not
apply to this coverage.

Host Liquor Liability Coverage

If you 3ren't in the liquor business, we'll
cove-r da.rns for bodily injury or property
dArnage_that result when you or someone
acting for you serves or gives away alco-
holic beverages. This includes claims for
loss of support due to bodily injury. By
liquor business we mean the business of
manufacturing, distributing, selling or
serving alcoholic beverages.

Broad Form Property Damage Coverage

If your General Liability-Protection pro-
vides property damage coverage, this
section expandr your protection aaaint
certain property damlge clairz. The
"Control of property" and "Damage to
your products or work" exclusions in
your agreement are replaced by the fol-
lowing:

Control of property. We won't cover dom-
age to any of the following:

1. Property any protected person owns,
rents, occupies or holds for sale or safe-
keeping.

2. Property any protected person con-
trols which is to installed, erected or
used in construction.

3. Tools and equipment while any-pro-
tected person is actually using them to do
coiek.

4. -Property on your premises or premises
of any other protected persons for the
purpose of being worked on by you or on
your behalf.

5; Premises you've sold or transferred to
someone eke.

However, we will cover the above de-
scribed property you use or tOntrol that
you've assumed IiabH r under a writ-
:en sidetrack agreemenL We'll also cover
damage caused by an elevator on your
premises to property of others that you
control. But we won't cover damage to the
elevator itself

A part:cOar part of property Vou or
61.H2rs worl ing for you may work on while
-iway from premises owrind or rontod by

This includes the following:

Property being worked on. We won't
cover damages to the particular part 8t-
tually being worked on at the time of the
accident if the damage results from tho
work itself while the work is still going
on;

Source of damage. We won't cover dam-
:è to the particular part out of which

.4Pmage arises

zc..ity workmanship._ We won't cover re-
pair nr replacement-of-the particular part
loc,-i.isc of faulty workmanship:

Damag,t to your products or work; We
won't -cover damage to- your products
caused by the product itself or_by any of
its parts. For example, we won't cover
damage to an air conditioner that occurs
Lecause you impropeHy manufactured it.

Nor will we cover damage to your wprk or
work done_ for you that's caused by the
vork itself or bv ,11;iterials or equipment
connected with but; if your Gereval
Liabili-ty Protection provides completed
work coverage; thi exclusion won't apply
to claims for the followng:

Damage to any completed work which re-
iults from work CDne for you by others.
For exampin:

Page 6 of 7
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Illustration 1 (continued)

You construct a building as a general
contractor. Some of the work is done by
you while the rest is done for you by
subcontractors. Later, after the building
is accepted by the owner, it is damaged
by a fire.couSed by faUlty electrical wir-
ing installed by a suhcontractor. You're
covered for the damage to any of your
completed work and the completed work
done for you by subcontractors.

Damage to the completed work of others
which results from work done by you. For
example:

Yuu construct a building as a general
contractor. Some of the work f's done by
you while-the rest is done for you by
s..-iocontrators. Later, after the building
is accepted by the oWner, it is damaged
by a fire caused by faulty electrical wir-
ing you directly installed. You're not
c.t.vered for the damage to any of your
completed work, but you are covered fur

astibui

damage to the completed work of subcon-
tractors.

When we consider work to be completed is
explained in the Limits of Coverage sec-
tion of your General Liability Protection.

Other insurance for property damage.
Additional protection provided by the
Broad Form Property Damage Coverage
section of thit endorsement is excess over
any valid property insurance on which
you can collect. We won't pay until all
Builder s Risk; Fire, Extended Coverage,
Installation_or similar coverages, includ-
ing any deductibles, have been used up.

Other Terms

All other terms of your policy remain the
same.

V MIMI
93236 Ed.7- 33 Prir:id in U.S.A. ri,,ddrsar ient_to Insuring Agreement .
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CASE # 1

Aetna Life & Cas 's Corporate
Plain English Program
By using varied resourcesoutside c r, 's, trade association
guidelines, market research,,and kro edgeaole staff
Aetna has consistently raised its 1., .7) licies' Flesc- scores.

Background
In response to ineeds that consumers have expressed and the_growing interest

by a number of State legislatures, each of the thi-ee insurance divisions at Aetna
Life & Casualty has been taking steps since the mid-1970s to simplify the lan-
guage of its insurance policies.

In the past, writers of insurance policies tended to express the provisions of
the coverage in language that was identical to, or closely matched, that of court
decisions or other legal judgments about the coverage: This prpctice, it was
believed, would avoid any misunderstanding or misinterpretation of what was or
was not covered. In recent years, however, a need for better consumer under-
standing led to a new approach of making the wording simpler and easier-to-read.

Aetna has simplified more than 50 individual coverage policies, complying
with the requirements of the States that now call for certain insurance policies
and related documents to meet minimum readability standards. As one example
in casualty-property insurar,ce; 28 States now require personal auto and home-
owners policies to meet r ain Flesch rr ig ease t:Ist* standards. They are:
Arizona, l'akansas, Conner; . ;t. Deiawa, . Florida, Georgia, Indiana, Maine,
Maryland; Massachusetts, inr4ota, Missour,, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada,
New Hampshire, New Jersey N'..N Mexico, New York, North Carolina. Ohio,
Oregon; Pennsylvania; South Cars!ina; Texas; Virginia, West Virginia, and Wisco..sin;

Working independently, each Aetna division has used the Flesch reading ease
test and other State requirements to measurn the readability of policies. At
present, States that specify the Flesch test require insurance documents to score
between 40 and 50 on the test. The Flesch test takes into account sentence and
word length. Other requirements relate to variables such as print size; spacing,
and paragraph length. The Flesch test and other requirements can be used to
determine the clarity of most business documents:

tach Aetna division has handled simplifiLition t':oioughly and with measur-
able success: Each division has acted independently working on its own products
and using its own resources. Outside consultants and the Insurance Service
Office, a major trade association of the casualty insurance industry, hive con-
tributed importantly to Aetna's effort. As a result, customers preser:iy benefit
from insurance policies and other documents which are shorter, more readable,
and easier-to-understand than earlier Aema documents:

Following ai three examples of Aetna's simplification initiatives; two deal
with casualty, prnperty insurance, and the third with group health insurance.

See Appendix 1
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Personal auto polky

1\etna's Personal Financial Security Division has simplified many policies, put-
ting particular emphasis on the order in ich information is presented and on
r:rint size. One example of these efforts is Aetna's revised Personal Auto Policy;
,.,etna has also revised its Homeowners, Valuable Items, Boat, and Recreational
Vehicle policies.

Working with the Insurance Service Office, Aetna combined several auto
policies into a single package with various coveiages for different customer
needs. Aetna revised these policies by using simple language instead of legalese
nd by eliminating unneceAary information. The resulting auto policy was about

half the size of the original and earned a 40 cn the Flesch test. Aetna began to
issue ,t to customers in a large number of States in 1976.

Since then, in-house staff have made further revisions. Changes have included
additional punctuation, shorter paragraphs, a better highlighted table of con-
tents (see Illustrations 1 and 2, pages 90-91), outlines, narrower columns, artwork,
and color. These have all been valuable modifications that have further improved
readability. The current personal auto polici has a Flesch score of 50 and meets
the readability requirements of all States that have them.

Business-owner policies

Recently, Aetna's Commercial Insurance Dirision has started to simpl:fy a
group of commercial casualty-property po!ic:i;,, i*at are aimed primarily at
small- and medium-size businesses and manufar

Using knowledgeable staff members who ere tz.miliar with trade association
procedures for simplification, the division wz .7,-4e to begin its simplification
process even before nev State laws require..: !. :nciirance ino.,stry to take
action. This process is still continuing; Aetna staff ; ;nvol. this effort
include writers of policies, attorneys, and graph,: t;:e
division is simplifying 3 ;her commercial policies aL g...idelines set out by
trade associations. The division's goal is to finish sirnOfying at least one of the
major policies in this group by March 1984 and to earn a score of 55 on the Flesch

tet

Employee benefits explanation booklet

Companies that purchase group health insurance ,overage from Aetna's Employee

Benefits Division receive a master policy. Aetna also provides companies with
individual booklets xplaining the co,!erage; these are designed to be distribut-
ed to each employee.

In the past, the employee booklets were difficult tc read and understand. An
early. version of Aetna's employee booklet score3 only 37 on the Flesch test:
With the aid of outside consultants, Aetna undertook an accelerated program to
produce a replacement with simplified wording. The revised booklet, with a
Flesch score of 50, became available in 1980.

In late 1981; Aetna hired a marketing research iirm to conduct a survey of the
booklet among Aetna's own employees and managers. The purpose was to
obtain feedback on further steps that Aetna should take in simplifying its materi-
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als. The results showed that the design of the hookk and easy acce to
informationfor example, liberal use of subheads and a helpful table of come
were as important to understanding the booklet as was the language itself. EPsei
on that knowledge, work began on new revisions, such as the development cl a
more descriptive table of contents.

Over t'oe past two years, Aetna has continued to test these additional revisions,
using both the Flesch test and another rating instrument based on one devel-
oped by General Motors. Changes that Aetna developed as a result of these tests
have been incorporated in an updated employee booklet which is being distri-
buted to Aetna's clients.

Payoffs of the project

Although Aetna's divisions have contributed much time and energy to plain
language; unfortunately th.re has not been much feedback yet. This is partially
because changes have been relatively recent and also because many changes are
not obviou3 at first glance. Moreover, because of a long-standing custom oi
using legal language in policies, the truth is that insurance policies were indeed
the Nation's "least read best sellers."

Nevertheless Aetna's experience indicates that a pl,n English project is prac-
tical and would be of benefit to consumers. These benefits have become apparent:

In-house attitudes have become more flexible. Although explicit opposition to
plain language was not a serious problem at Aetna, changes in poncy language
have required fundamental changes in thinking, Current thinking is that, in
addition to being legally sound; a policy sFould be written in language that
the consumer can readily understand and feel comfortable with. The trarL:-
tion process has been eased great!? through in-house development by people
who are sensitive to the meaning of policies, open to compromise, and
willing to proceed gradually.

Conflict iesolution may be easier in the future. The possibility of litigiation is
always ; _consideration. Previous policies have withstooJ judicial rulings.
New policy language, undoubtedly, will provoke new debate Howe%er,
plain language should make future conflicts easier to resolve, 4,4ving an
parties time and money.

Consumers will be better scrved if the language describing the proteciion
they buy is more readable and easier-to-undersiand. While State laws and
industry requirements must be considered, the real importance of simplify-
ing policies lies in this marketplace benefit that accrues to consumers.

For further information, contact:

H. Cranston Lawton
Director, Corporate Communications
Aetna Life & Casualty
151 Farmington Avenue
Hartford, CT 06156
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illustraUon 1: Aetna's res4, 'cl Personal Auto Policy bnins with this Table of Contents.

YOUR PERSONAL AUTO POUCY QUICK REFERENCE

Your Name-and Address
Your Auto or Trailer

DECLARATI0f3 PAGE

F )4cy Period
Coverages and Amounts of Insurance

Begins
_on
PAGE

AGREEMENT

DEFINITIONS

, PART A LIABILITY COVERAGE
Insuring Agreement Out of State Coverage
Supplementary Payments . Financial Responsibility Required
aclusions Other Insurance
Limit of LiabifitY

PART 13 MEDICAL PAYMENTS COVERAGE
Insuring_ Agreement & Limit of Liability
Exclusions Other Insurance

5

PART C UNINSURED MOTORISTS COVERAGE
Insuring Agreement Oth. insurance
Exclusions Arbitration
Limit of Li -lity

PAkf , COVERAGE IFSIR_ DAMAGE
Insuring Agreement
Transportation Expenses
Exclusions-
Limit of Liability

TO YOUR AtirO
e Payment of Loss

Appraisal
No Benefit to Bailee

& Other nsurance

8

PAM* DUPES AFTER AN ACCIDENT OR LOSS
General Duties Additional Duties vnder Coverage for
Additional Duties under_ Dimage to Your Auto

Uninsured Motorists Coverage

11

PART F GENERAL PROVISIONS
--)enod and Territory

Prem urn
Charics_ _

Le. :_Action Against Us
Transfer of your IntereSt in

This Policy

11

Our Right to Recover Payment
Termination
Two or More Auto Policies
Bankruptcy

IfICIto0rt co7ya ternotonarolrnsurance Senelcers Othce with Its permsVon irowrant, Sem/Ices Off.c 975 1976 1977 1970

e 9
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Hustration 2: Aetna's original Automobile F'olicy began with this page, whkh lacked a formal table of contents.

LIFE & CASUALTY

POLICY PROVISIONS SECTION I

The /Etna Casualty and Surety Company
(A Mock insurance company. herein called 'Etna Casualty)

In consideration of the payment of the premium. in reliance upon Me statements in the decla,atiors made a part hereof and sub-
ject to all of the terms of this policy, agrees with the Insured named in the declarations as follows

PROTECTION AGA1NST_LIABILITY,
MEL,ICAL EXPENSE AND UNINSURED MOTORISTS

PART I and
ACCIDENTAL DEATH BENEFIT

LIABILITY COVERAGE

/ETNA CASUALTY will pay on behalf of the Insured all sums
which the Insured shall become legally obligated to pay as
damages because of bodily injury or property dama_ge. arising
out of the ownership. maintenance or use of an owned automo-
bile or a non-owned automobile. and ',ETNA CASUALTY shall
defend any suit alleging SUCh bodily injury or property damage
and seeking damages which are payable under the terms of
this policy. even if any of the allegations of the suit are ground-
less. false or fraudulent. but /ETNA CASUALTY may make
such investigation and settlement of any claim or suit as it
deems expedient

Supplementary Payments
',ETNA CASUALTY will pay. in addition to the applicable I:mits
of liability
ia) all expenses incurred by ,Etna Casualty. all costs taxed

agair,st the Insured in any suit defended by /Etna Casualty
and all interest on the entire amount of any_ judgment
therein which accrues after entry of the judgment and
before ',Erna Casualty has paid or tendered or deposited

in court that part of the judgment which does not exceed
the limit of 'Etna Casualty's liability therejn;

(b) premiums on appeal bonds required in any such suit.
premiums on bonds to release attachments for an amount
not in excess of the applicable limit of liability of this
policy. and the cost of bail bonds required of the Insured
because of accident or traffic law violation arising out of
the jse of an aitomobile o trailer insured hereunder -. not
to exceed $250 per bail bonct but without any obligation to
apply for or furnish any such bOndS:

(c) the Insured's expenses Tor first aid to others at the time of
an accident involving an automobile or trailer to which the
Liability Coverage applies:

(d) reasonable expenses incurred by the Insured at ,Etna
Casualty's request. including actual loss of wages or
salary (but not loss of other in-;ome) not to exceed $25 par
day because of his attendance at hearings or trials at
such requeSt

MEDICAL EXPENSE COVERAGE

/F. TNA CASUALTY will pay all reasonable medical expense
incurred within one year from the date of accident for bodily
injury caused by accident and sustained by
(1) the named Insured or a relative

(a) while occupying the owned automobile.
(b) while occupying a non-owned automobile. but only if

such person has. or reasonably believes he has. the
permission of the owner to use the automobile and
the use is within the scope of such permission, or

(c) through being struck by a highway vehicle;
(2) any other person while occupying

(a) the owned automobile. while being used by the
named Insured or by any other person with the per-
mission of the named Insured. or

(b) a non-owned automobile. if the bodily injury results
from

(i) its operatic- or occupancy by the named In-
sured, or

hi) its operation or occupancy by a relative.
provided it is a private passenger automobile or
utility trailer.

but only if such operator or occupant has, or reason-
ably believes he has, the permission of the owner to
use the automobile and the use is within the scope of
such permission:

provided that no such payment shall be made unless the per-
son to or for whom such payment is made shall have executed
a written agreement that the arroun. of such payment shall be
applied toward the settlement of any claim, or the satisfaction
of any judgment for damages entered in his favor, against any
Insured because Of bOdily injuiy arising CAA of any accident to
which the Liability Coverage applies

ACCIDENTAL DEATH BENEFIT COVERAGE

/ETNA CASUALTY will pay the accidental death benefit stated
in the declarations in the event of the death of the named In-
sured which shall result directly and independently of all other
causes from bodily injury (other than sickness or disease or

death resulting therefrom). Caused by accident and sustained
by the named Insured while occupying an automobile or
through being struck by a highway vehicl e. if death occurs
within 90 days of the accident
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CASE #12

The Insurance Information Institule's
Consumer Information Brochures
Consumer activists were attacking the insurance industry as being
unresponsive to consumer needs. Research showed that
consumers' top priority was useful information in simple,
easy-to-understand language.

Background

At the beginning of the 1980s the Insurance Information Institute (III) took
major steps to broaden the scope of its communications activities. In taking 'he
initiative, the Institute sought to develop an active program, reflecting the
changing conditions that affected the property and casualty insurance industry.

The launching of a Consumer Affairs Department within the Planning and
Issues Analysis Division was a key element in improving communications; The
department was given responsiblity for conducting a comprehensive program
to identify consumers' interests ir property and casualty insurance and te help
consumers understand more about insurance principles and practices.

Timirr and strategy were important for the new Consumer Affairs Depart-
ment. The president of the Institute had placed the consumer unit in the Planning
and Issues Analysis Division with the charge that it should help identify emerging
trends and use information from concumers to help suggest future policies and
develop long-range plans. At that time, consumer activists were scrutinizing the
insurance industry and attacking it as being unresponsive to consumer needs; a
new group, the National Insurance Consumer Organization, was formed in October
1980. Thus it became more essential than ever for III to move quickly, finding
practical and effective ways to communicate with insurance consumers.
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Finding out what consumers wanted

As a public affairs, fact-finding, and educational organization for the property
and casualty insurance industry, the Institute recormized that different groups of
consumers need different kinds of information. To identify the kinds of activities
the industry should undertake, the Consumer Affairs Department conducted a

survey of leaders of local, State, and national consumer organizations, using
open-ended and multiple-choice questions. The questionnaire listed service
projects the Institute was considering and asked respondents to rank them. One
of their highest priorities was easy-to-read information.

Information from this survey was useful in forming a program for the first year.
It led to pamphlets, consumer/industry dialogs, and a hotline. The Consumer
Affairs Department began by developing a new series of brochures; the first two
covered auto and tenants insurance. Auto insurance was chosen as the first topic
because many people buy it, it is expensive, and it generates many questions. The
pamphlet on tenants insura,.ce was developed next because there was no avail-
able information for consumers on this topic. These brochures became a core
element of the Institute's new consumer affairs program.

The consumer/insurance industry dialog initiated by III during that first year
confirmed that the new brochures were a needed service. In these sessions,
consumer leaders emphasized that they expect the insurance industry to pro-
vide free, easily accessible information about its products, services, and policies.

Since 1980, the Consumer Affairs Department has held 12 dialogs in major
metropolitan areas. Through these small sessions the department has obtained a
first-hand reading of the consumer movement. For each session the local field
office of III invited six consumer leaders, six industry representatives; and a
representative of the State insurance department. Consumers stated clearly that
they looked to insurance companies, rather than the State and Federa: govern-
ments, for information about the industry.

Issues that had to be resolved

Before developing the brochures, III staff and management discussed and
decided certain policy issues.

Target audience. The brochures were aimed to meet the needs of average
consumers. This decision was based on the thinking of Hans Thorelli, a professor
at Indiana University, whose 1977 book Consumer information Systems and Social
Policy identified two groups of consumers, "information seekers" and "average
consumers" His thesis holds that information seekers are very active in lout' )g
information, asking questions) and becoming well informed. Average consum-
ers; on the other hand, sometimes lack either the skills or the willingness, or
both; to seek out information. While III anticipated that information seekers
would probably appreciate the time saved by using the booklets, the Institute
believed that its major responsibility was to the much larger group of average
consumers.
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Complexity. The complexity of insurance language has long created problems
for consumers. The plain English brochures were designed specifically to elimi-
nate as much of this complexity as possible without sacrificing accuracy of
content. Managers from various divisions within the Institute negotiated to find
the right balance for each aspect of insurance. The easy-to-read brochures
include information consumers need in order to make wise decisions, but the
content is clear and concise.

Distribution; In considering how to distribute the materials, the Institute's man-
agement decided to make the brochures widely available_ and to encourage
consumer organizations to order them in bulk As a result, the brochures enjoy
the credibility which comes from having well-known citizen c.ganizations and
leaders in local communities distribute the industry-sponsored materials.

Producing the information

The Institute's series of five plain language brochures covers automobile insur-
ance, homeowners insurance, tenants insurance, home security, and household
inventories.

Developing bilingual brochures.The Institute printed several million copies in
both English and Spanish and publicized them widely iri both the broadcast and
print media; Special news releases_were prepared; in both languages, and were
sent to consumer reporters and editors throughout the United States; Ill's Direc-
tor of Consumer Affairs conducted extensive media tours co promote the bro-
chures. The Institute chose to produce the materials in Spanish as well as English
because the 1980 U.S. Cens;is indicated that the Hispanic community is the
fastest-growing minoray segment of the U;S. population. The brochures were
translated by an independent firm which used a team of three translators a
Columbian; a Puerto Rican, and a Cuban. Their goal was to create a text that was
understandable to various Spanish-speaking groups and offensive to none.

Responsibility for the project. The Consumer Affairs Department of the III
developed and published the plain English brechures. The brochures were
written by the Director of Consumer Affairs, who was advised by a committee of
consumer affairs directors from III's member companies.

The project also involved the Field Services and Publications Divisions. Staff
members in the Institute's 11 regional offices; located in major cities throughout
the United States, asked local consumer leaders to review drafts of the bro-
chures; and provided valuable feedback. The Publications Division handled printing
ano' warehousing of the brochures.

Simplificeion techniques. The Institute kept the brochures simple mainly by
adowing the viewpoint of the consumer in search of information rather than
attempting to explain insurance from an industry perspective. From III's
consumer/industry dialogs, III staff had learned that even consumers who are
sophisticated about other products are not always as sophisticated about insur-
ance. Therefore, the brochures encourage consumers to ask their agents ques-
tions and to take an active role in keeping their coverage hi tune with their own
personal financial situations.
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An art director played an important role in simplifying the brochures. The
artist was involved early in the development and design of the materials. She was
charged with making illustrations both attractive and truly functional. Illustra-
tions were planned to show the kinds of incidents that can lead to insurance
claims. For example, Home Security Basics contains the illustration and text shown
on page 96 to remind people to stop deliveries when going on vacation.

In designing graphics and layout, III always focused on the needs of the target
audience and the purpose of the series. To keep the brochures simple and
easy-to-read, staff often cut the copy so that the typeface could be as large as
possibie.

Format. The five brochures which resulted are:

fold-outs that use one to four folds

brief (Details in text are soinetimes sacrifked to make room for functional
artworlc)

written at a fifth-grade reading level

printed in 10-point type.

Promotion. After the brochures were produced, the Consumer Affairs Depart
ment sent its newsletter, Insurance Update, with an order form and a sample
brochure to 1,500 community and consumer leaders. It publicized the brochures
through the news media, and III field offices distributed them to local contacts,
such as divisions of motor vehicles, mayors, and police departments. In all, more
than two million booklets have been distributed to date. The most popular
leaflets are Auto Insurance Basics and Taking Inventory.

What companies should know

An organization considering launching a plain English project should be aware
that:

It sometimes is necessary to alter content in the interest of brevity and
simplicity. An industry's publics do not need to become experts in the given
field but need- to understand the basics and to know what questions to ask
when shopping for, or comparing prices of, products and services.

The involvement of organized groups and other interested parties is desil -
able to:

insure that consumers get the information they need
add credibility to industry-sponsored material

provide assistance in getting information to consumers through news-
letters and direct distribution

It is important to supply an adequate quantity of free plain English materials
(In the insurance industry this may mean making millions of copies available.)
The public is entitled to basic information without charge.

A sizable amount of money is required for printing and mailing, but costs can
be kept down by making the style of the brochures simple and the informa-
tion generic. This can avoid the need for frequent updating.
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This_ is a page from the
Institute's brochure,
Home Security Basics.

-
1 '24

;

Remember special vacation time tips. Leave
blinds open in their usual position. Have mail and
packages picked up, forwarded or held by the post
office. LOwer the sound of your telephone so it
can't be heard outside. Anange_ to have your lawn
mowed or your walk shOVeled. Stop newspaper
deliverie& Use automatic timers to control Jiits in
your living room and bedroom& Tell police and
dependable neighbors when you plan to be away.
Try a makeshift alarm by putting a thin piece of
plywobd between the top of the door and the frame
and piling it with empty tin cans. Anyone opening
the door will create a noise that could alert
neighbors and frighten intruders.
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Payoffs of the project

The payoffs attributable to the Institute's plain English brochures have been
significant, though difficult to measure.

Consumer reaction has been positive. Since the first of the brochures vas
released in June 1980; the Institute has accumulated a thick file of letters from
consumers expressing appreciation for the industry's information program.
To quote, for example, from a horriec ,mer in upstate New York:

Thank you for offering money-saving suggestions and defining
insurance terms in plain English. What a wonderful idea that
iS ... I would like to thank you for shedding light on a con-
fusing subject You have restored my faith in the insurance
industry and I wish you success in what I hope will be a
continuing endeavor to clarify insurance terminology and
procedures....

Media reaction has been supportive. The brochures have brought tremen-
dous attention from both the broadcast and the print media. In setting up
visits on talk shows and interviews with newspaper reporters throughout the
country, III staff have found the brochures to be significant attention getters.

Materials available

Auto Insurance Basics
Home Insurance Basics
Tenants Insurance Basics
Home _,ecurity Basics
Taking inventory

For sample copies of these brochures, send a self-addressed, stamped envelope
to:

Insurance Information Institute
Publications Service Center
110 William Street
New York, NY 10038
or call toll-free, 1-800-221-4954.

For further information or a copy of the report on III's Consumer/Insurance
Industry Dialogues, contact:

Nancy K; Golonka
Director of Consumer Affairs
Insurance Informat;on Institute
110 William Street
New York, NY 10038
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Appendix 1

Explanation of Misch
Reading Ease Test

The Flesch test was developed by Dr. Rudolf Flesch, a communications expert,
to rate the readibility of written material.

The test considers the average number of words per sentence and the average
number of syllables per 100 words. A conversion table is then used to give a
"reading ease score." Scores range from 0 (least readable) to 100 (extremely
easy).

The minimum score for plain English is 60. To reach this score, material should
average about 20 words per sentence and 1.5 syllables per word.

Here's how scores translate to grade level:
Score Grade level

90 to 100 5th grade
fith grade
7th grade
8th - 9th grade
10th 12th grade
college
college graduate

80 to 90
70 to 80
60 to 70
50 to 60
30 to 50

0 to 30

Source: Flesch, Rudolf. How to Write Plain English. New York: Barnes & Noble
Books, 1979, pp. 23-25.
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ppendix

Organizing and Managing
a Corporate Plain English Project

A Checklist Based on the Case Studies
in this Book

ORGANIZING THE PROJECT

What material do you plan to write or rewrite in plain English?

one dOcurrierit (Warranty, contract, policy, brochure)?

a series of publications?

advertisements?

in-store signs?

a series of insurance policies?

others?

Are you cei tain about your specific objective in writing or rewriting
the material?

Are you certain about the precise message of the material?

How will senior managems!-.nt be involved in the project?

Have you briefed your cOMpany's managers and staff about the pro=
lett?

Do they understand why the company decided to write or rewrite the
material in plain English?

Do they understand how the simplified material can help the company
to:

cut red tape?

decrease complaints?
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decrease inquiries ?

improve productivity?

improve the company's image?

What units in your company should be involved in the Olain English pro-
ject?

Marketing?

Product Development?

Consumer Affairs?

Advertising?

Communications?

Legal?

Engineering?

Technical?

Editbrial?

Graphics/Design?

others?

Which unit listed above will be responsible for managing the project?

Who will provide the "plain English expertise"?

100

consultant?

staff editor?

corporate communications director?

staff business communicator?

other?

If you appoint an internal team, will they:

advise the writers?

write the document?

review the document?

If you hire a consultant, who will be responsible for coordinating be-
tween the internal team and the consultant?
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MANAGING YOUR RESOURCES

Do you have data in your files that could suggest information to in-
clude in the document, and how to present it?

complaint letters?

inquiries from customers?

comments from sales representatives?

market research?

survey results?

other?

Have you considered how you can use consumers in developing this
material?

to identify what information consumers need in the contract
or other document?

to select the topics to be covered in a series of publications?

to review drafts of a document?

to test the document to find out whether it's easy-to-read
and easy-to-understand?

Have you searched for available guidelines for plain English which may
have been developed by an appropriate trade association or profes-
sional group?

Should you develop an in-house style manual for plain English, as part
of the project?

to maintain consistency when the material needs to be revised?

to train staff to write and rewrite materials instead of using a
consultant?

to Meet other objectives?

Are there State laws or regulations with which your material must comply?

Have you charted a complete procedure for writing, reviewing, and revis-
ing the material?

Who will write the first draft?

Who will review the first draft?
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How will you test the first draft?

How will you proceed with tbe next draft?

FOLLOWING THROUGH

How will you assure that the final product is legally sound?

Have you arranged for a graphics specialist to design or redesign the
material, to make it easier-to-read?

Have you planned to test the final draft to be sure that consumers under-
stand it?

Have you arranged to evaluate the project?

Have you considered using market research as an evaluative tool?

Have you considered how to measure consumers' interest in, comprehen-
sion of, and use of the material?

_ What criteria will you use for judging the project's success?

fewer inquiries and complaints related to unclear language?

surveys indicating changes in consumer attitudes towards the
company?

decrease in litigation?

increase in sales?

increase in use of the material?

others?
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